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V

X
SENATE.
Met at 10 a. in.
Conference report on legisla- tive, executive and judicial up- propriatiou bill taken up.
Debated special rule for consid- - X
eration Stanley steel report.
President Taft sent a message
urging action on the Panama
canal bill, taken again today.
r:y-Senator Kenyon announced he
would ask the senate to consid- itJEFORE ONE OF GREATEST AUDIENCES EVER GATHERED IN BIG COLISEUM AT
er tomorrow his bill providing
CHICAGO,
jail sentences for violators of
the Sherman law.
HE DEALS FEARLESSLY WITH EVERY GRAVE PROBLEM BEFORE THE NATION TODAY-B- OTH
HOUSE.
President, Taft's message veto- OLD PARTIES ARE EMPTY HUSKS HE SAYS WHILE
THOUSANDS APPLAUD
ing the White river dam bill.
Agreed on two night sessions
SPEAKS FOR TWO HOURS.
to discuss the Stanley steel re- - X
port.
j

SXXXXSXS IrEMED

ROSENTHAL SLAYERS CAUGHT.
HE
Spender, Mass.. Aug. 6. Two young
men suspected of being "Lefty Louis"
and "Gip the Blood," wanted in conTO-DAY
nection with the Rosenthal
murder
case in New York, were detained by
the police this afternoon.
The men
were held for an examination as to
their identity.
should the negroes adhere to their in- pect. I can afford to give the other
Chicago, 111., Aug. 0. Theodore mignt speak for two hours if not long- - er, Mr. Barnes and Mr. Murphy, Mr.
to
and
fellows
memories
their
contests
disapX tention of carrying the
Penrose and Mr. Taggart, Mr. Gug- Roosevelt made his "confession
ot er.
HURRAH FOR TEDDY.
The past has no interpointments.
that point.
X
faith"
to
Chicago, 111., Aug. 6. When
the
AND
R.
national
T.
progresHIM.
ANSWERED
today
It was expected that the report os est for us. The future is our fruit.
w Polnneli
when he declared he was; cue another, of course, on certain
Theodore Roosevelt ai- Chicago, 111,, Aug. 6. Colonel S sive convention.
The former presi- thusiasin
the credentials committee wouiu ue Give Colonel Roosevelt r.iy love. I
neither socialism nor an-- points, but these are the differences
advocating
peared on the stage of the nawas
Roosevelt
interrupted by a N dent struck out boldly into new
taken up late today,, prior to the es-,- have never missed a chance to place
on
the contrary was advo- - which one orporation lawyer has with
but
archy,
tional progressive convention to
spectator demanding to know
to socialism and another corporation lawyer when act-a- n
measures
of faith." Mtablishment ot permanent organiza- - a bet on him and have never lost
which
hie
sorrective
"a
ground
advocating
eating
"What about the liquor traffic,"
Roosevelt do- - when there was a squnr- - deal. Th
ing for different corporations.
antidote to anarc hy."
They
he said frankly would be denounced
address at 12:48 p. in. he faced Uion, and after Colonel
his
during
.
S
speech
today.
Lord is surely with us. Tie has given
iilvered his addres-In discussing the courts. Colonel come together at once as against a
one of the greatest audiences ev- N
The
as
Colonel
or
socialism
The
either
waived
the
quesanarchy.
us
the
as
men
as
well
of
leaders
the
to
common
when
opportuni- V tion aside with
plans
Then, according
the dominion of
said that there might legit
enemy
er gathered in the big Coliseum
this rejoinder: N delegates listened to his speech with Roosevelt
former United States Senator Albert ty. I cannot help but feel what a nar- mately exist a difference of opinion both is threatened by the supremacy
building. His appearance started
"Oh!
a primary school or
to
must
the
go
that
understanding
they
serow
con-i.I.
we
had in the June
escape
of an income tax, of the people of the I'nited States. . .
' V something.'"
Beveridge of Indiana, will he
V a demonstration which lasted ,"7
either adopt a platform substantially as to the disability
no If this country is really to go forward
ra
be absolutely
icciea permanent cimiinnui,
ina.uu.
unsui nave ueeu
Time and time again,
minutes
in consonance with his views or look but there should
as to the right to impose. along a path of social and economic
v rn,
lievpridsrp ettemnted xldone in the case of Elihu Root in the nominated there. My congratulations!
question
for
a
elsewhere
nominee
for
the
presito everybody and regret that I can
justice, there must he a new party of
such a tax if the people desired it.
republican national convention.
to restore order but did not sue- dency.
not be with you.'
for one nation-widand
as
necessary
princi-sois
ballot
"The
X ceed until 1:43 p. m.
Judge Ben B. Lindsay of Denver,
These are the conspicuous points
Colonel pies, a party where the titular
Wild applause followed the reading
as another," declared
3
was cnosen tor permanent, ciiuiimau
in the Kooseve't program:
amid great enthusiasm, es- tional chiefs and the real state
but is said to 'have asked to be re- of the telegram. Whin it had been
Recall of judicial decisions, as firt
dele- - ers shall be in genuine accord,
a
among the suffragette
jread. the entire audience rose and
Chicago, I!!.. Aug. G. Tne second lieved because of ill health
in
advocated by Colonel Roosevelt
in whose counsels the people
Party
- sang
"America"
under
the
convengates.
conof
leadership
the
committee
The
national
rules
the spring campaign and for which he
day of the progressive
t
shall be supreme, a party that shall
Colonel Roose velt said the
of Colonel of a musical director. James R. Ga
was subjected to wide critic ism, Colvention opened with the well defined tion adopted the suggestion
"efficient-- ' represent in the nation and the sev-l- y
and
retained
of
be
was
- flpM
should
one
most
law
of
the
of
Roosevelt that the basis
represenits ex
onel Roosevelt now advocates
emg
est In the cheering.
enforced" instead of "inefficiently eral states alike the same cause, the
,
fight over the ngro questmn
flJtu,.e progressive conveii- tension to apply to lederal as well a
.
cause of "human rights and of govern- nrsc
enforced" as at present.
tor
"America"
was
d
ch
followed
"Dixr
uons
bg
by
estabstate courts,
lie favors the
"'- The reassertion
mental
ui
nore tooseveu s uiiuieij
the
about,
efficiency."
know
"I
ft good clcn'l
'
i
'
,UK
"ul
in
""i cmucuiij
gcumg
that one
.'he new rules provide
lishment of .niiciiiiiery 10 make easier
t the Siui.es'
Roosevelt in (liscoctnne of the
confession of faith" to his followers
said
Colonel
rights
canal,''
band
and
the
and
singers together
of amendment both the national and
delegate be named for each congress- the
in the progressive cause.
party cripples and
cussing the Panama canal and in
sonS was not mllcn f a success,
one
and
and
man
and
senator
additional
state
constitutions
especially
Some of the delegates declared that
11
the right of the United States 'closes any real or genuine relief to
was 12:47 w'llen Chairman
s
be chosen for each 10,000
with the view of prompt action on
to grant free tolls to coastwise ships,; the people. It reduces their promises
the elimination of the southern negro delegate
STEAM IS U? IN FIVE ENGINES
announced
the
Colof
prldSp
arrival
the
decisions.
cast
for
certain judicial
progressive party
to fortify the canal, and to close the 'to hopeless and empty phrases. The
from participation in the formation ot
The.onel Roosevelt at the Coliseum. This
in the last previous
election.
Use of the government to assis-TRAINS ARE MACE UP TO TAKE
to ships of other nations in; mission and spirit of this progressive
the new party had become the para
for
thfi
and
the
dPlegates
workmen to become part owners of waterway
resolutions committee worked on the'was enoSn
'
movement will thrill the republic
of
mount issue of the convention.
war.
time
They jumped to their feet
a iate hour last night, galleries.
THE GENERAL AND HIS REBELS the business in which they are emme yoiir;tron! end to end.
to
make
vou
choose
"If
Eastern negroes joined with their platfcrm until
and "nred. A minute later the Colon
all
varieties
suggestions
ployed.
'choice for president you know what THE RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE TO
brothers from the south in deiur.ici'-i-- bearing
OUT OF JUAREZ
t planks a:id discussing the platform,?11" appeareu on tne stage almost as
The government system should be
RULE,
tion of certain things that occurred ;in nn
think.'' said Colonel Roosevelt at one!
"
olluoors
Ot
me
"
t
tne
"'"Sicexecutive session Tnrbiv- it was
shaped so that the public servant
"The actions of the Chicago conven- uin his address.
at .an
scum
point
were
thrown
nieeniig oi uif
the
.
ojien uuimg
when he cannot conscientously carry
ot sev-f
expected that a
loc
u.
"We do want you; we do,'' shouted 'lin, and to an only less degree of the
uam iu...m.u,
to demonstration and the hall was filled
members would be appointed
out the wishes of the people shall at
Baltimore convention, have shown in
southern neeroe
SALAZAR
the
HAS
BEEN
delegates.
,ts opacity. In the midst of the
with Colonel Roosevelt regard-fit o invention n
their desire, leave ms omce ana noi
strikim: fashion how little the nonnia
in
from the floor of
din.
the
on- Colonel
"K
stepped
the platform, and with him this
liiisrepresent thjem in ottice.
7 to
mnw th:m lmif do rule under our present conditions."
;tVin,,iclose vote. The vo
Jnsnlated
ri-respeaking platft
!ho p f
,the , li
expected to hew out the
LOCATED HE SAYS Control of the trusts through
his speech, telling the delegates In order to assure this popular rule
against the negroe:
t
law
ing sounuing ooaru.
i.nrtic ulnr nlanks which, in alihrevi um" '
tention of the Sherman
of it would be distributed Mr- Roosevelt urged the adoption ot1
sissippi, and immediately Julius T. ated form will cover the
1!p smiled his appreciation of the
and establishment of an interstate in- copies them.
ground
presidential primaries, popular elee- Mitchell, of Rhode Island and othe:' with one or two
among
dustrial commission to regulate indusexceptions, of all demonstration and bowed to the right
"r senators, the short ballot, an
anditim
men
shouted
"fio
eastern negroes joined in crying that
on,
go on,"
Juarez, Mexico, Aug. C Pascual trial
arui !eit anii wit'h a broad grin waved
more radical issues.
corporations as the interstate women.
efficient corrupt practices act, quali- the deciding ballot bad been cast by the
of
chief
to
the
Mexican
railrevoluOrozco,
friends on the stage and
commerce commission regulates
Despite the fact that Colonel Roose-- ! peelings
"I almost forgot the tariff," he said.;,!,Hl "SP of the initiative, referendum
a questionable proxy cn the commit
TIle
meantime tion, is still in Juarez.
delegates
He was seen roads.
e
volt was pvnertort tn roach tho rnn. fiooras he resumed, "I believe in a protec- ar.d recall. The recall should be
tee.
Conditions
monopoly
determining
this morning by a representative of
the vention nail soon alter noon, dele he added, amid applause. i'llieJ to administrative officers. Mr.
Fairlv sputtering indignation
tariff,"
""
"& Tl.ey waved
prices to be controlled where these
Colonel Roosevelt said the people Roosevelt asserts that the adoption of
negroes announced they would carry gates to the national progressive gain-He declined concerns deal with the necessaries of
ani
bandanas
of the Associated Press.
ln
er!wt
riot
slow
was
in
reach
for
should put no reliance in the tariff tht'Be new metliods of political admin- again
today
Roosevelt
the matter to Colonel
a;ering
to
when
he would leave Juarez, life.
say
'
national 'ration is not antagonistic to
pledges of the republican
personal ruling on the point. The vote i"S their seats. At ten minutes to 12
"m dn,'n "r',s but six locomotives were steamed up
AJ BR'
Adoption of a number of measures
not re- tentative government. "All I desire
do
added:
He
"I
on the Mississippi case came in a se-- , o'clock, there were no more than .200 '
s
arched to where the at noon, headed south.
do
It was an- to secure "social and industrial justice gard as an authority a homily on bon-j1securing more direct control
session of the committee at Z delegates on the floor.
cret
l.oionel stood and each veteran got a nounced in Juarez that 30 bridges had to the wage workers."
.
,
of the governmental agents and repre
a detected pickpocket."
As the progressive convention as - Uval.m
o clock this morning, a few hours af-- j
esty
by
Included in the list are establish
grePting and hand shake Then been burned this wek by rebels beot tne people is to give the
ter both whPe and negro delegates sen.bled, it was officially announced f rrol,ndil)R
Jlr. Roosevelt's spercn strikes a sentatives
tte
fnl.mer president, the tween Madera and Guzman, to prevent uieiit by law immediately of minimum
people the chance to make their rep- from Honda had been barred. The the temporary organization would be nfera Rn(1 dnimmprs
for
followers
his
and
keynote
support
niinimurt.
plaved a number the federals following north.
wage scales for women,
represent them
ers in the new party. It lays down! resentatives really
negroes were indignant throughout made permanent, former Senator Bev - j0j patriotic tunc
whenever the government becomes
Five engines were prepared at noon wage commissions to fix standards of
of
be
to
the
the!
battle
plan
waged by
The band in its faraway left at the in the Juarez
yards and railway equip- wages for all workers, old age pen- national progressive party. He dis-- i misrepresentative instead of represenbegan at 8 o'clock last night and con- - action was deferred until after
end of the great hall, also was play- ment
and a living wage which Colonel
sions
tative. I have not come to this way
reGeneral
Orozco
prepared.
onel
Roosevelt's speech.
until nearly daybreak.
cusses those principles under twelve
ing, judging from the antics of the mains
his Roosevelt defines as an amendment subdivisions, namely The Helpless of thinking from closest study or as
Women delegates again were a cenThe Mississippi contest was the last
regarding
leader, but scarce a strain of music
sufficient to provide for education,
mere matter of theory; I have been
to be taken up and it was beguir ter of interest.
plans, but declares that Salazar has
ness of the Old Parties; The Right! ;a
could be heard.
recreation, care for immature memforced to it by a long experience with
been
located
and
he
in
that
remains
of
to
Many of their sisters in the suffrage
the
and
Courts
The
shortly after midnight.
Rule;
People
v e want J euay,
chanted mam- the Casas Grandes
bers of the family, maintenance of the
'the
district.
Malta dozen of the negroes told the movement gathered outside the Coli-- doWatpe
the People; Constructive Control of; life."actual conditions of our political
family) during sickness and accumulaIf
movement
committee that to seat the white dele- - seum distributing tracts and emblems
into
Sonora
the
is
others gave the call of the Bull
tion of reasonable savings for old the Trusts: Rights of the Wage- THE COURTS AND THE PEOPLE.
i
gation headed by Provisional National of the suffragette cause.
contemplated the rebel forces here can
The Farmer; The Tariff;!
n oose
Under this head Mr. Roosevelt
age. Prohibition of night labor for Worker;
Committeeman B. F. Fridge, wasj
The party representatives filled in 'in' the midst of the
f'nvivinr-proceed by train southwest on the women and children,
hour shift3 Thp TTifh fVt nf T.ivinr'
an
uproar
eight,
to disfranchising the
Alaska and Interna-- ! strongly emphasized the necessity of
period of waiting with songs and homa delegate tore the state stand-gro- . Mexico Northwestern railway for for workmen in industrial lines in Conservation:
,
:..
i
,;,...iu,. sovereign people preserving aThe Fridge delegation was elect-- ; party yells.
seventy five miles as far as Guzman which men are employed twenty-fou- r
ard from iu place ard gtarte(J
n'vn wit cj j uiaui.ii tji immiv; oei
ed at a convention, the call to which
he
soul ice.
with
no
Occasionally there came the long center aisle. In a minute the aisles to which point the destruction of the hours a
real
"are
husks,
said,
workday; national and state
Under this head Mr. Roosevelt
was addressed to "white- - citizens of low "Moo" of the bull moose.
were filled with a confused hysterical road from the south has been ordered ing men's compensation laws, guar- within either, divided on artificial reiterates his now
views
The negroes were' not; The Colorado delegation appeared crowd. Minnesota
privilege-controlleMississippi.
and
Orozco.
discontinued
by
antee by law of one day's rest in ev- linesj
swung in behind
the courts. "The Ameriregarding
allowed t? take part.
a
blue
banner
"Colorado
a
each
of
(1.
jwith
El Paso, Texas, Aug.
jumble
incongruous can
reading
Oklahoma, and as the crowd dashed
Represen- ery seven, old age insurance, and inpeople, and not the courts, are to
Several of the negroes in the oust- - is for Roosevelt."
through the aisles. Washington, Mas- - tatives of the Mexican government de- surance again of sickness, invalidism. dements, and neither daring to speak determine their own fundamental poled delegation were among the dele-- .
The women delegates in various Uachusetts, Ohio, West
s clare that General Sanjines has caught
and involuntary unemployment,
the out wisely and fearlessly what should icies." This does not mean that tho
Virginia
to the republican national con- - state organizations stood up on chairs Uas,
Virginia and a dozen other 'states the forces of the -- ebel leader, Inez rest of such insurance to be distribut- be said on the vital issues of the day."j people are to interfere in cases which
vention in Chicago to attend the firn with the men and joined in the cheers
poured into' the throng
Banners Salazar, in a trap near Casas Grandes. ed among employer, employes, and As opposed to this incongruity and involve merely questions of justice
when plans and songs that kept things in an up- i
progressive convention
flags, hats red bandanas' The Mexican consulate here was in perhaps among the people at large. insincerity of action he asserted thatj between
standards,
individuals except
that
were made for the third party.
roar until the gavel fell.
j were
platform "means should be devised for
progressive
flung up over the heads of the wire communication
with General Legislation to increase popular con- the national
making
After a lengthy debate, Committee-a
be
will
with
"contract
the
Suddenly the Colorado folk sprung delegates,
people,"
introl
of
all'
it easier than at present to get rid of
governmental agencies,
Sanjines early today, it is said.
Richard W. Child of Massachu-;with definite and concrete provisions! an
big sign and carried it about the
Over the Colorado delegation
an- Washington. D. C. Aug. fi. Favor cluding a national law for presidential to be
incompetent judge." But when a
.
.
,
-.
out
if
carried
the
.vo
people
ratify judicial decision involves an interpreclu. .TOiuuicuuBBWiuciiiijirrareo tne
more Guggenheim" able report on the senate resolution primaries, election of United States
exacton
election
contract
as
the
delegates but disapproving the Fridge no more Devine; no more 'Angel Ar- sign. As this emblem appeared beday
tation of what the people mean by tho
$100,000 for the relief senators by direct vote, the short baland honestly "as if it were actually
plan of calling a "white convention." chie' for us. Down with the bosses." fore the platform, Colonel Roosevelt appropriating
and transportation of refugees front lot, corrupt practices acts, applying ly
constitutions which they framed and
This was done by a vote of 17 to 16.
The Coloradoans
enforceable under the law."
that turned and waved toward it with a Mexico was
explained
laws passed by the people are nullitoday agreed upon by to primaries as well as elections qualiJuliu3 T. Mitchell, of Rhode Island, "Angel Archie" meant A. M. Steven-nn- grin. Another
NO
FROM
HELP
OLD
PARTY
banTHE
uproar started. A
fied because the courts say those laws
the house military committee, which fied, adoption of the initiative, referDr. George L. Cannon, of Xew son of that state, some times known ner
MACHINES.
bearing the catch note from the amended it to moke the fund avail- endum and recall.
are contrary to the people's will as
Jersey, both negroes, and members of as "Big Steve."
Woman suffrage; strengthening of
speech of Senator Beveridge yester- able for all points along the Mexican
Neither the republican nor the dem- expressed in their constitution, there
the committee, led the fight for the! It became apparent the convention day: "Pass
the pure food law.
ocratic platform or managers show any must be a "reference to the people of
prosperity around" was border.
negroes and they were in a hitter would not be called to order until roundly cheered.
Colonel Roosevelt declares against adequate recognition of the mighty the public effect of such decisions unThe original resolution provided for
mood when the fight ended. Mitchell vord came that Colonel
Roosevelt
Some one threw the Colonel a red
blanket revisions of the tarilT, saying fact "that we are now in the midst der forms securing full deliberation.
its use at El Taso, Texas, only.
declared that the deciding vote In 'was ready to appear. The Michigan bandana and
on the platform
that changes should be made sched- of a great economic evolution." This to the end that the people may rectify
standing
the convention was cast by a ques-- ! delegates started a new song, which he led the mob in a series
ule by schedule.
of cheers,
irresistible movement for economic this alleged defect in their constitutionable proxy, given in blank and soon was caught up by the other
Fortification of the Panama canal. change and improvement
waiving the handkerchief.
must be tion by a popular vote having all the
WILL
WELLS
ROLLA
secured.
V
X Free
gations, until practically the entire
Colonel Roosevelt wore an ever
passage
through the canal for guided by "both common sense and force of a constitutional amendment.
Confronted with this decision of the floor was singing,
HANDLE SLUSH FUND.
coastwise traffic, and equal tolls for the highest ethical standards," in or- "Our purpose is not to impugn the
broadening characteristic smile as he
credentials committee, and the mass; At 12:35 Senator Beveridge
Trenton, N, J., Aug. 0. Gov- turned first in one direction and then
all other ships of whatever nation. der to prevent reasonable evolution courts, but to emancipate them from
of indignant negroes held rupted the singing by rapping for
ernor Wilson announced
today
another, acknowledging the greetings
Navy to be built up Eteadily until from becoming dangerous revolution. a position whenever they stand finally
last night to protest against der. Rev. Father Andrew Spetz
the appointment of Rolla WeKs,
showered upon him.
reduction of armaments is made pos- - The democratic party, as is indicated In the way of social justice.
I am
Roosevelt's position in the livered the prayer,
former mayor of St. Louis, to be
One of his visitors on the stage was
sible by international agreement.
its
record in congress well aware that every upholder
of
by
present
the
matter,
negro question today had
Chairman Beveridge had read a General John H. McDowell, head of
treasurer of the national demo- - X
Colonel Roosevelt continually
de- - lacks the comn"?n sense, and the re- privilege, every hired agent or benein an uproar.
telegram from Colonel William R. the Tennessee division of United Concratic committee, and Charles X parted from his prepared speech, in- - publican party, by its record of stolen ficiary of the special interests, includThe Colonel was determined
to Nelson of the Kansas City Star. It federate Veterans.
K. Crane of Chicago to be vice X terpolating many side remarks and delegates at the Chicago convention, ing many
The colonel said
parlor reformH.na oy nis announced views, and! was dated Magnolia. Miss., and was he hoped to
chairman of the finance commit- bring the north and south
skipping over portions of the printed lacks the ethical standards. "The ers, will denounce all this as 'Socialhis Influence was seen In the action as follows:
tee of which Henry Morgenthau X speech. He spoke somewhat slowly, men who presided over the Chicago ism' or 'anarchy' the same terms
together.
or the credentials committee.
"Lord, how I wish I was with you
Mrs. Roosevelt, clad in black, ap- - X of New York has been chosen X v.ith great emphasis, and was con- - and Baltimore conventions, and the they used in the past in denouncing
The situation
hreatened a bitter What a great day, the launching of a
X chairman.
S stantly interrupted by applause
and great bosses who controlled the two
fight on the floor of the convention, paity of imagination, hope and pros- (Continued on Page Five.)
eers. It was apparent the Colonel' conventions Mr. Root and Mr. Park- (Continued on Page Four.)
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Again Reminds You of the Superior
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With
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Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

(By J. F. Grubbs.)
Mountainair, N. M., Aug. G. As the
hands on the dial of time indicate
the hour for (he curtain to fall,
ing the scenes of the 1912 Chautau-- i
qua, our thoughts involuntarily revert
to the
numerous parts of the one
great drama, comprising the ablest
talent, manifesting the most unselfish
and self sacrificing spirit and devo- tion to education, truth and right living that could Avell be imagined.
is not a
While the Chautauqua
state institution, yet it is the only one
in the state, and on account of its admirable location and surroundings, its
elevation heinc about (!?n0 feet above
the sea, a plateau covered with cedar
Istirl ninnnpR siinnllod with nnrp wa-- !
ter. no matter how hot the day.
(al
though the temperature rarely reaches
S7 degrees) you will need covering at
night. Located in a town of several
hundred
inhabitants, of the most
ppnprnna nnrt nrnETPssivB tvnes ron-UUL tt
venient as to transportation, I...
few miles in various directions, to
the ruins of several ancient towns,
whose history is just now attracting
the attention of educators and scien- tiflc men of national and international
These people deserve
reputation.

Dr. Amble, vice

Or:ne, secretary;

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

FOOD.

STOCK

'e

1

earnest

support and hearty

co- -

operation of all good people over the
state, and we feel that it is only a
question of time until they will reFe
The only exclusive
house in
ceive it. Already, quite a number of
leading citizens, including Dr. K. McQueen Gray, Col. J. P. Porter and a
Phone Black number of others have agreed to doPhone Black
nate $100 each, in order to relieve the
management of its embarrassment by
reason of its indebtedness, and in this
connection, we will say that Dr. Gray's
check has already been received.
Any one else who may feel inclined
to do likewise will merit and receive
Dawson Coal
Iola
the gratitude of the management. Al- Sawed Wood
El Toro
though the indebtedness does not represent such a large amount, some of
it is due and they are being pressed
for payment, and are not in a position
to meet it. The management consists
of the following well known citizens
viz: 3. W. Corbett,
of Mountainair,
Col. W. M. McCoy, Prof. C. L. Burt,
!Mr. Isaac Fullen and Dr. B. E. Hed
All Kinds of Building Materials.
ding ' who have heroically maintained
it from its incipiency and will continue
Doors, Red
to do so, but will be grateful for any
Vard 3J.Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
from the friends of educa- tion and a higher conception of the
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
blessings it brings.
Besides the men above named,
are many others who have con- tributed in various ways to make the
Chautauqua a success in every way,
and in order to do so, many sacrifices
have been made.
Prominent among those contribu- tors
are the following, viz: J. P. Dun- PHONE 85 MAIN.
lavy, Fred L. Hill, Dr. C. J. Amble,
Mrs. Cowgill,
Rev. J. F. Hedgpeth,
Mrs. Garnett and many others scat-- j
tered over the state.
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
The introductory exercises of the
LUMP
SAWED WOOD
1912 assembly were conducted by the
Christian Endeavor and State Sunday
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
School Association, and served to preANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
pare the people for the remainder of
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
These conventions
the exercises.
were represented by as noble a set
. of men and women as it has been our
' good fortune to meet. They were
.
people who seemed to have cultivated
1
a sing'eness of purpose to fill the
I n,rtM
nnA
fllntv.
unu Tt.ttV,
im
mwnj auu
i,.v..
ship, and thereby lift them to a high-- !
and
life.
er
of
Among
thought
plane
Successor to
these were great thinkers and earnest
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
workers.
Following these were the exercises
FIRST-CLAS- S
of the Chautauqua proper, under the
auspices of which some of the great-- ;
est brains and noblest characters ap- Also First-Clas- s
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
peared and aided in making this one
of the most profitable in its history,
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
One of the features, requiring spec- R.
tut tnontinn vne tho cprpmonv of the
SANTA FE, N. M.
graduating class of the Chautauqua
Literary and Scientific Circle. Mr.
Corbett was the only member entitled
to the honor, and was according
granted a diploma.
WOODY
Too much space would be required
OPEN DAY AND N1QHT
to relate what each one did in his,
From
or her, share of this great work, but
La Salle Restaurant
BARRANCA
TAOS suffice to say that they include'! some
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South of the brightest men and women of
the age. These exercises were followII.
Telephone
Bounds Trains.
ed by the appearance upon th
tage
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
'Two Doors Below F. Andrews Star
of many of the leaders of the W. C.
the north bound train and arrives at T. U.. of the nation, whose earnest
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Booms for Bent 25c and 50c.
and sincere words of cheer for what
Short Orders at All Honrs.
Ten miles shorter than any other had already been accomplished
and
way. Good covered hacks and good encouragement for what seemed inevBOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams itable, the complete overthrow of the
(French Noodle Order 10c a dlsa,
furnished commero'al men to take In
liquor traffic in the near future.
Hew York Chop Suey 50c the
surrounding towns. Wire S:nbude
Prominent among these workers
Station.
were: Mrs. S. C. Nutter, president;
national
Miss Harriett Henderson,
lecturer; Mrs. Lila Carlin Moore, Ky.,
Mr. Seder,
president
League, New Mexico, and a host of
others too numerous to mention.
These were followed by a state conwho,
vention of Epworth Leaguers,
NEW
ROSWELL,
MEXICO.
though last were by no means least,
brought with them some of the grand
'The West Point of the Southwest.'
est men and women of the southwest.
1.1
Their earnest words end reports
Ranked as "Distinguished
showed that they were engaged in a
"
Institution
by the U. S.
work not covered by any other organiWar Department.
zation of the country, and therefore
ft-.deserved
the consideration and coLocated In the beautiful Peeos
Valley, 3, 700 feetabove sealevel,
operation of the whole people. Promsunshine every day. ODeo air
inent among these were, Rev. Howell,
work throughout the entire sesPresident; Rev. Hendricks, Rev. C. E.
sion. Conditions for physical
Rev.
Morgan, Rev. J. P. Hudgpeth,
und mental development are
in
4 years
missionary
Campbell,
IDEAL such as cannot be found
China, and a host of others. All these
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
forces worked in perfect harmony,
graduates from standard Eastand much good wss accomplished
ern colleRes.
Ten buildings,
through them as organizations. Those
modern In every respect.
who were unfortunate enough to be
Regents :
absent lost much that go to make up
E. A. CAHOOX. President.
and
the sum of human happiness
J. E. RHEA,
All these are now hisblessedness.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
tory.
Long live the Chautauqua.
JOHX W. PUE. Secretary.
At the adjourned stockholders meetW. A. F1NLAY.
ing Wm. M. McCoy, Dr. C. J. Amble,
For particulars and illustrated catalChas. L. Burt were elected directors
ogue, address,
for a term of three years and at the
directors meeting the following officers
CCL. JAS. W. WILLiCN, Supf.
for the ensuing year were elected as
follows: Wm. M. McCoy, president;
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

'

and White Cedar Fence Posts

Screen

CAPITAL COAL YARD
wg'i&xt

Wood

CERRILLOS

SIZES.

THE STAR BARN
LIVERY

J.

-

.i

RIGS.

CREATH,

S STAGE LINE
TO

Anti-Saloo- n

NEW MEXICO

;

MILITARY

fclKVl.

INSTITUTE

Marshal
president:
and Chas. L. Burt,

treasurer.
The matter of electing a
superintendent was postponed.
Manifestly, the weakest spot in the
Chautauqua organization so far h is
been in the matter of publicity. The
platform has always been good, tiie
department work excellent and camp
generally satisfactory to thO;
who attended, but the attendance has
never been what it should be and pro- bably would have been had enough
people known it. The newspapers
have been kind and have done all they

j

WHOLESALE
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Mill

The highest point of woman's happiness is reached only through motherhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to- be is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering inciBut for
dent to its consummation.

nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
lor external
is an emulsion
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and sooth- -

were asked to do but there has been
no one heretofore whose business it
Tne
was to St tne matter to them,
renrmB President, John W. Corbett,
who is an old Kansas newspaper man
and
and a Publicist
0f experience
recognized ability, proposed to the
organization if he was left off the
uoa
ana relieved oi me narabsms
detail of the organization he would
lcirv ae- take mi
- trip work"
" nf thp nuu
and
business
his
make
that
partment
part of the work. While regretting
to lose him from the active manage- ment of the institution, the importance of the publicist was so apparent
e
th!'t his proposition was gladly
The organization has reach- cepted.
ed that stage in its growth that makes
intelligent and well directed advertising a necessity and the creation of
this department was imperative and
where Mr. Corbett's ability is known
it is generally recognized that no better man to handle this work could
have been selected. lie has promised
to prepare "sermons for the preachers, theses for the teachers and editorials for the newspapers," and if
ac-th-

ing and working for Chautauqua be- fore the next annual meeting it will
not be his fault.
With the creation of this depart-- I
ment, the selection of this capable
board of managers, most of whom are
men, the
experienced
Chautauqua
teachers enlisted in the work as they
never have been before, the ministers
of all denominations all
over the
state boosting with all the power and
enthusiasm they b,ve and a better
realization by the public generally of
.
.
wnat Lnautauqua means and stands
for, the institution was never so
ly established or its prospects so
good.
The closing address was: "Life's
e
Voyage," Dr. C. E. Morgan. Dr.
gan is president of Western College,
and is a gentleman of fine address,
as well as being informed and an en
thusiastic worker in the Kpworth
He illustrated his subject
League.
with a description of the building of
a ship and the launching, with all the
minutest details, nhowing that he
knows something of ship building,
Then the sailing of the craft out over
the rough sea. He showed how wo
are our own captain, and that we are
provided with a chart end compass,
and that we may augment our knowledge, from time to time, by questioning mariners upon the same sea, and
the location of the harbors and all the
and how to
dangers of shipwreck
avoid them. Showed that if we fail
to anchor in the harbor, at last, it will
be our own fault.
The discourse was very interesting
e
i
(inuj neiu uis neiueis lur one iiuui as
?
were
The
exercises
spellbound.
held Friday, by addresses from Rev.
Dr. Morgan, President
Hendricks,
Howell and Rev, Hedgpeth.
Reports of committees and song service closed the afternoon exercises.
8 p. m., devotional
Rev.
exercises,
Beckman and Rev. J. F. Hedgpeth.
Lecture by Rev. Civde Campbell, for
four years a missionary in China. Rev.
Campbell, in his address came up to
all the renresentations that had lire- cede(J him ag
speaker Qnd a schoiar.
While in China, Mr. Campbell watched
the influence on the people of that
empire, of American politics and policies.
He said hat they had for
many years held our system of government in high esteem and fashioned
their republic like it. He praised the
Chinese for their orogressiveness in
the management of their national affairs.
He thought it marvelous, how
that in a few short years, a vast empire should in so short a time and
with so little friction, change the
whole aspect of a despotic empire into the most progressive and modern
republic of the age. His lecture W'as
full of good things tind all felt that
the assembly would have been incomplete without his lecture.
MOUNTAINAIR INSTITUTE.
The County School Teachers' Institute was formally opened on July 22
and has continued two weeks.
There
were present about all the teachers of
the county, and some from other
counties as well. Dr. W. T. Conway,
principal, and Miss Leona Logue, assistant. From reports received and
much enthupersonal observation,
siasm was displayed throughout the
term. While in session, the Institute

"

c"k

Consumption

Anyone lnteresteti iu tlie cure of Con- stnnpUun ehmihl in-- t one of the booklets
telling of recoveries by tue use of
Alterative.
CohrIis. Stubborn CoMs nud Pneumonia may be the liegiiuihiK of more
perious troubles Kekmnn's Alterative Is
the effective remedy. Head Mr. Kauna s
statement:
Santtotra, N. V.
For five or six years 1
"Uentlenien:
was troubhMi wltU eoutih and expectoration. 1 also had a hiuh fever. My case
was declared Consumption by my physician. I was K'ven t'od Liver Oil, Creosote
ana other medicines, all without heuclit.
"At l.'hristinas time. l!Ki, I was not
expected to live. Culling lr. It. II. McCarthy, lie advised1 the use of Kckman'f
took with excellent
Alterative, vchich
ami was entirely cured.
"During the past year I have gained
I go out In all weathers
15 lbs.
nud
have had no cough or cold whatever.
I give these facts to encourage others to
use Kekman's Alterative.''
(Signed Affidavit) JAS. W. KANAT.Y.
Alterative is effective In Kron-chi- t
is, Asthma, Ilav Fever; Throat and
Troubles, anil in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poUons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured cases and write to Kckninn
Laboratory. Philadelphia. Pa., for metre evidence. Kor sr.) by all leading druggists am'
s$ Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.

,m.

ZL

to

for the crisis ana
prepare the system
,
t the aufler.
r
t
tnff thronch which the mother usually
n....... The reeular use of Mother's
win repay any mother in the
pj.,
comfort it affords before, and the helpful restoration to health and strength
it brings about after baby comes,
Mother's Friend
is for sale at
ui uk bwico.
Write for our
free book for

WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG

false-name-

f

Phone 14

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All kinds of Soda,
Special Hijjh Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

CO.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

Capital City Bank Bldg.

FRANK M.JONES.

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

d

e

Hail to her pioneers.
Who, dauntless of all fears
Hewed out the shinfag way.
The path that now we tread,
With blessings richly spread,
Is where they wrought and bled
That we might see this day.
Hail to each saint end sage,
Who wrote upon the page
Of lives unstained and pure.
Unselfish thought and deed
That we who run may read,
Unthinking of our creed,
Brave thoughts that shall endure.

It

Why Import Mineral Water ?

d

Hail to her fertile fields,
Her farms, where bounty yields
Her golden shock of corn.
Her orchards bending low,
With mellow fruits which glow,
Her meadow lands that know
The happy harvest's horn.

BUSI-

Hardware Co.

If Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14.

high-heape- d

j

SOON

IS

WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE

PEOPLE

Wood-Davi- s

has

Hail to her
hills,
The hoary snow king fills
From thence the streams and springs,
Which slip o'er gravely grades,
Which glide through canon shades,
To greet in grassy glades
while he sings.
The mock-birHail to her plains-widmaize,
Outstretched in magic haze
By clouds o'ercast.
There buffalo once grazed,
There Indian chieftains gazed,
And there our fathers blazed
The trail to empires vast.

BUSINESS

OUR

BUSI-NES-

NESS.

not the facilities for caring for the
teachers and visitors.
Superintendent deserves and receives the support
of all the teachers
and
in the conduct of the affairs of this
meeting.

'

OF DOING

SOUR WAY

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING

GOING TO BLOW OU.

WHAT THE

ODE TO NEW MEXICO.
on
(Lines by Rev. J. F. Hedgpeth,
the date of admission as a state.)
Hail to the state, new horn,
Thrice blessed he her morn
When, first her star arose.
May Heaven's bounty hide
On all her borders wide,
Her sons and daughters guide
From
friends and foes.

I

WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT

BRADFlElj) REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga.

was addressed by Dr. David Boyd,
president of the State University;
Professor Alvan N. White, state su-- i
perintendent, and Col. Twitchell.
There seems to be a unanimity of sen-- i
timent relating to the consolidation
of several counties into one institute,
thus allowing a closer relation between teachers, and a better opportunity to expand their field and con
centrate their forces. Besides this.

PRICES

AT LITTLE

BUSINESS

mothexpectant
ers which contains much valuable
information, and many suggestions oi
a helpful nature.

Mor-ther-

1

7.

lu
system involved.

Or-

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

For Full Information Call,

Tight!

I

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make

IN

the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

Hail to the God of grace,
Who gave to us a place
To labor and to love
'Till earthly splendors pale,
'Till earthly empires fail
And all true hearts hail
The kingdom from above.
With compliments of the author,
Joel Frank Hedgpeth, "Bro. Joe."

POWER

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS

IS QUITE SO

LINE.

NOTHING as to touch

Phone Red 161.

the button and

is ready to cook

The Tailor

your
iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
for
the
your
fray,
um cleaner ready
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day sad nsght Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Will clean, press, repair

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Leave Orders al Butt Bros,

rug Store

JULIUS MURALTER

alter Ladies' and
Cents' Garments at

or

prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
reasonable

and

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in some of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington

Avenue.

PbonetBlack 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 3, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Francisco Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M.f who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
NW
SW1-4- ,
and W
S
SE
4

1--

2

2

Section 23, Township 21
has
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
filed notice of intention to maKe nnai
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Sept. 5, 1912. f
SW

MANUF.Li

K. UTJUK.U,

Register.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works for tho upbuilding ot our new Stat

NOW

IS THE TIME to

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,
Awningsand Screens made
to order by one who knows
bruit Ladders a
how.

specialty.

J.F.RHOADS
104 Galisteo
Telephone

157 W.

::

Street

SANTA

FE, N. M

It will not pay you tc waste your
tiem writing out you legal form
when you can get them already print
ed at tli New Mexican Printing
Company.
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GREAT GREEN
CORN DANGE

Fraternal Societies

A

WOMAN'S

(Communicated.)
The Green Corn Dance at Santo Domingo was pulled off Sunday with
more than the usual eclat, many outsiders attending.
excursion
train from
A special
Santa Fe carried loO visitors to the
Pueblo, while automobile parties from Freed From Pain, Weakness,
swelled
Terrible Backache and DeSanta Fe and Albuquerque
this number to 300.
spair by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Briefly put, the Green Corn Dance
Compound.
is a sacred service held for the purpose of asking the intercession of his
Coloma, Wis. " For three years I was
gods in behalf of his ripening corn.
Early in August is the most critical' troubled with female weakness, irreg- time. Then it is that the coin most!
ulanties, backache
and bearing down
requires rain. The Green Corn Da.ice
therefore is the Indian's prayer for the
pains. I saw an advertisement of Lydia
fructifying waters.
E. Pinkham's VegeHowever, this io not the only side
table Compound and
of the fiesta.
The occasion is one of
decided to try it.
general jollity, a kind of union servAfter taking several
ice held with his red brethren. The
bottles I found it was
native population had a dance of their
helping me, and I
own a regular Mexican baile; three
must say that I am
wood
piece orchestra, tent, hard
perfectly well now
floor, etc. This was crowded all of
and cannot thank
the time by a hard working multitude
's
for what Lydia E.
who diligently scraped feet and mop- you enough
has done for
Vegetable
Compound
rento
the conscientiously
ped faces
me." Mrs. John Wentland, R.F.B.,
dered music. Each dance cost 3 cents No.
3, Box 60, Coloma, Wis.
and every dance was worth it. Let
Women who are suffering from those
no reader be in doubt as to that. One
distressing ills peculiar to their sex
party with a slightly mistaken ideaj should not lose sight of these facts or
intro- doubt the
of the occasion attempted to
ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's
duce the Turkey
Trot but were Vegetable Compound to restore their
promptly suppressed by the bouncer. health.
Dame Rumor is responsible for the
There are probably hundreds of
story that the poultry importation
perhaps millions of women in the
United States who have been benefited
would have made a huge hit.
laSome of our motoring friends,
by this famous old remedy, which was
misproduced from roots and herbs over 30
boring under another illusion,
took the occasion for the Vanderbilt years ago by a woman to relieve woman's
cup and burned considerable gasoline suffering. If you are sick and need such
in breaking the record for the pueblo a medicine, why don't you try it?
circuit. The only records however,
If you want special advice write to
which were lowered were those for Lydia E.Pinkham Medicine Co.
dogs killed per linear foot and noise
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
No
mishaps be opened, read and answered by a
motoring
per second.
on
were reported save a break down
woman and held in strict confidence.
La Bajada hill, which hung up five
cars for a while and a severe shaking
up sustained by the occupants of Mr. whole occasion.
Everybody happy?
Morley's car due to the carelessness International chorus yep.
of the chauffeur.
Surveyor General
March suffered a severe contusion on
THEY RAISE TOBACCO.
his nose, Chief of the 12th Division
of the Cieneral Land Office Espe, a
Thomas Stagner has a small patch
large abraised area and Mr. Morley a cf tobacco in the west part of town
Fletcherized tongue.
which is doing fine. He is from MisA minor casualty of the day was i. souri and there was a time in the
fistic encounter between an Indian growth of the tobacco plantl? when
and a prominent
Santa Fean, in they really lacked for attention, but.
which both sides claimed the victory. since his Missouri friend failed to get
Several parties went down the night the nomination for president Mr. Stagbefore camping at the pueblo. They ner has settled down to business
are reported as having tried to beat again and the plants are now making
some of the gambling games and sure a phenomenal growth. Artesia
thing dodges which ran w ide open the
night before.
Lunch was eaten all over the pueBOSTON WOOL
blo, behind the church, in orchards or
on
or
roofs
under
the
automobiles,
Boston, Aug. G. Trading in domes-tiwagons and in fact wherever the dust
wool has fa'len off slightly,
;
and heat could be avoided.
One
handlers say, to politi--i.cendi
large group of about 40 rented an tions in Washington.
Values still
and
orchard temporarily
spread show an
A good
tendency.
their cheer there. Payment was to movement upward
is reported in fleece wools
bo made on the basis of 25 cents per with Ohio washed
selling at 34 to 35c.
family present, but when Frank Cran-dal- l
Sales of territory stock have been
tried to pose as the father of
new Montana wools are
them all, like a worthy Mormon bish- fair, although
in demand, fine staole being 5c. The
red
owner renigged, refusing
op, the
popularity of Texas products continto settle on such an
ues with twelve months se'ling at 20
basis.
The excursion train returned to to 21c in the grease. California wools
Santa Fe at 4 p. m., though most of are dull.
the automobile parties had left before
THE "PROGRESSIVE" PARTY.
that time, frightened by the heavy
rain clouds which were massing in h the individual, man or woman, who
the north; indeed before leaving the uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
i:ueblo a heavy shower drenched the rheumatism, weak iack, and other
crowds. This shower we took to be kidney and bladder irregularities. Fola direct answer to the dance and it ey Kidney Pills are healing, strengthought to convince a few doubting ening, tonic, end quick to produce
Thomases. Everybody voted the day beneficial results. Contain no harmPut
a great success. The Americans had ful drugs. Kever sold in bulk.
their picnic, the Mexicans their baile, up in two sizes in sealed bottles. The
and the Indians their rain, which after genuine is in a yeUow package. For
all was the aim and object of the sale by all druggists.
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We Are Doing It Right !
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HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the State.

Secretary.
STANDLEV G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
13514,
insets
Ave., next door to Public Library.
day each month, so Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
cial meeting tlAn 2 to i p. m. Evenings.
at FireTuesday
Phone Black 47.
man's Hall. VlRlr
leg neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIEE, Consul
M.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
DON CASPAR

Santa Fe

75c

jj

C a m i
M. W. A.
second Tues-

DR.

I

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood
of
American Yeorr.
Meets First Fri-

jK

day ol the

at the

month

DIAZ,

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
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AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
1 to 3 P.

OFFICE HOURS.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.

PHONE 233.
Santa Fe Lodge Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone

meets

regularly
o'clock
Visiting broth-

every Thursday evening at
in Odd Fellows Hall.
ers always welcome.

8

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

$2.65

M.

Fireaian'--

Hall. H. Foreman
A. E. P. Robinson
Cor.
Sec.
David
Gonzales.

!:

The very latCOLONIALS est thing and
the season's
best styles in Suedes, Tans and Gun
Metal. Regular $4.00.
Your choice,

J.

RESIDENCE,

Regular $3.50 and
$4 values. Price

l

in

"

d

this season's style in Tan, Gun
Metal, Suedes and Patent Kid.

e

W. M.

Secretary.

Ancient and Ac
Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry mee's on
New Mexico.
the third Monday of each montJ. Las Cruces, at 7:30 o'clock in the ovening la
Masonic Hall, south sido of Pl&za, HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.j.
TISE?
Visiting rotisii Rite Masons ar ear
Tell your story to
dially invited to attend.
2,000,000
Readers
S. G. CiiRT WRIGHT. 32.
Twelve Dollars.
Venerable Master
We will place your
advertiseHENRY 5. STEPHENS, 32
ment In 23 leading newspapers' SunSecretary.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
B. P. O. E.
468, B. P. O. E. holdi THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
A
AGENCY,
MJaW" Santa Fa Lodfta No.
Taos, New Mexico.
its regular session oi
tha second and fount
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
of eacfc
Wednesday
Dentist.
month. Visiting broth
ers are Invited ant
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
welcome.
FRANK T. BLANDY,
Phone Red 6.
Exalted Ruler.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
P. M. A. LIENAU,
And by Appointment.

300 pairs Women's Oxfords, All

A,t-th.-

E. LiNNETf.

Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.

'or

100 Pairs of Ladies Oxfords and
Slippers in Black and Tan. All
odds and ends. Values up to $3.00
a pair. While they last
per pair

1

CHAS.

degree.
cepted

We have several hundred pairs of broken lines which are going at
HALb PRICE. These are all this season's styles and worth just as
much to you as if we had a full line. But they have lost their commercial value to us.

.1

Santa Fe,

Santa Ff ijoflge o!
Perfection No. 1. 14tt

AND LOW SHOES

....

17-1-

7.30.
A LAX R. McCORD,

v

OFF ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

l)

HI

A..

Attorney and Councils. at La.
Practice in all the District Court
convocation second
and gives special attention to case
cb raoBtj
Monday of
before the State Supreme Court.
at Masonic Hall a; Office:
Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
m.
7:30 p.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
HARRY D. MOULTON,
H. JAttorney-at-Law- .
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Santa Fe Commanderi
K3
no 1. K. T. Regiilai Laud Claims and Contests a Specialty
conclave fourth Mon
McKEAN & orlEETHAM,
day in each uonth &'
Attorneys-at-Law- .
f
St
Masonic
Hs.ll
7:
at
.
. X
turn
Practice in all the Courts and Be
isi
1" J
fore the Interior Department.
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
.'ew Mexico.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Taos,

thou-Fand- s,

(coufl-dentia-

F. & A.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
communi
Regular
arJ Counselor at Law.
Attorney
cation first Mondaj
Koonis
of each month a'.
Bunk Building,
' CaplUl City
MaBonic - Hall
New Mexico

1, R. A. M.

!

Now

Lodgi

1

There is no gas or hot air about it
We do what we advertise

Pink-ham-

Montezuma
No. 1.

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

masoni;.

Santa Fe Chapter

WATCH OUR SMOKE !
LH

1

PROFESSIONAL

Main 63.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(010493)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-in- o
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on July 2C, 1904, made homefor E
stead entry No. 010493-799NW
NW
SW
Sec. 13, Lot
3. Section 2), Township 18 N., Range
10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Five
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
and Rec iver, U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
day of Sept., 1912.
as witnesses:
Claimant names
Rafflel Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas-taci- o
Montoya, Atanacio Vigil, all ot
Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2

4

MEN'S OXFORDS

PRETTIEST PEERESS IN ALL

One lot of Men's Oxfords. All
kinds of leathers and styles.

ENGLAND WEDS HANDSOMEST MAN

Values up to $4.50.

C

Dr. C. H. Ellsworth,
Dentist, 10
Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y., says
Foley Kidney Pills gave him immediate relief and strengthened him won"I have been bothered with
derfully.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered much pain.
Foley Kidney
Pills gave me immediate relief and
I am
strengthened me wonderfully.
pleased to recommend their use
For sale by all druggists.
Today's news todny.

the New Mexican.

You get it in

200 pairs of Tan, Gun Metal
and Patent Colt.
$3.50 and $4.00
Sale price

VOLUME 18.

Regular

NEW MEXICO REPORTS

$2.75

NOW READY.
One lot of $4.50 Oxfords, Black and
Tan. Button, Blucher
or Lace. Your choice
O

Price, $2.70.

a

FORBUSH MAKE.
CHILDREN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS.
Regular, $2.50, Sale Price,
MAIUORIE MANNERS, WHO WAS BORN IX A TEXT XEAR LAS VEGAS,
XEW MEXICO.
London, Aug. 6. The Marquis of Anglesey and Lady Marjorie Manners
the Duke of Rutland's eldest daughter, were married at St. Peter's Church,
Eatonshire,. Saturday, August 3.
The Marquis of Anglesey is 27 years old. He owns about 30,000 acres of
land, 'half a dozen castles and has an income of $550,000 a year.
She
Lady Marjorie Manners is called the prettiest peeress in England.
is the oldest of the trio of famous and talented beauties. She was born in a
tent near Las Vegas, when her parents were spending a vacation there in
1SS3. The bride is two years older than her husband.
Anglesey is reported to have jilted Princess Patricia of Connaught, who
had refused to share the throne of Portugal for (his love.

2,25,

"

2.00,

"

"

$1.55
1.75
1.45

Regular, $1.35, Sale Price,

"

1.15,

"

"

$ .95

.75

Boys' Shoes and Oxfords for a Song

jrJOHN PFLUEGERT"
SEE OUR

WINDOW

1

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up to January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digests of the NewMexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.
Der-den-

FOR OTHER PRICES

FOR SALE BY

New Mexican Printing Co.,
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.

1

r
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ition; insurance funds against sickness, heedless of what interest may be hurt i.i deepest convictions are on the was not dominated by honest men; a
accident, invalidism and old age should thereby, and caring only for the inter- great questions of today, so that if convention wherein sat, alas! a
u
choose to make' me your stand- - jority of men who, with sneering
jbe established by a charge either in ests of the people as a whole." The
in the fight, you shall make difference to every principle of right,
whole or in part upon the industries; republicans promise such an inquiry,
but their rank dishonesty of action at jour choice understanding exactly s0 apted as to hrmg to a shameful
the suffrage should lie granted to
if for no other reason, to enable the Chicago convention "makes their now I feel and if, after hearing me,!end a partv whicn had Deen founded
workingwomen to combine for their every promise worthless.'' It is hope you tmnK you ougm 10 cnoose come over haf a centurv ago by men in
owii protection by the use of the bal- less to turn to tne democratic party; one else, 1 snail loyally amue Dy your ,vhosp om.iq burned the fire of loftv
let. "As a people we cannot afford to for relief, because, first, the demo- choice. The convictions to which I endeavor.
Now to you men who, in
cratic party "affects to find the entire have come have not been arrived at:j.ollr turn nave fome together to
lot any group of citizens or any
CY VOUNG TELLS THE FUNNIEST THING HE EUER SAW IN BASE
citizen labor under conditions high cost of living in the tariff," ignor- as the result of study in the closet or!gpend and be spent in the endess
e
but from the knowledge I sade agaiust.
are injurious to the common ing the patent fact that the problem
which
library,
face
who
to
vou
BALL MIND HOW LONG AGO
wrongi
welfare.
equally pressing in free- have gained through hard experience the future resolute and confident, to
Industry, therefore, must! is world-widsubmit to such public regulation as trade England and in highly protect- - during the many years in which, un- - you wno strjve jn a spjrit of brother-e(By Cy Young.)
I hood for
I have seen many funny things in
will make it a means of life and
Germany. Moreover, if the demo- - der many and varied conditions,
the betterment of our
are sincere, they must take all have striven and toiled with men. I
baseball in my time, and cannot imagto you who gird yourselves for
health, not of death or inefficiency."
,
imoff
of
use
govern-the products
the farmer, believe in a larger
of the
duties
ine why the incident I relate still
this great new fight in the
THE FARMER,
we "certainly cannot afford to mental power to help remedy Indus-- : jng warfare for the
presses me as the most humorous, ungood of human-hav"The Country Life Commission
less it is because it happened the
the farmer struck down." Vari- trial wrongs, because it has been jijnd j say jn cosjng .j,at ;n that
should be revived with greatly inous
first year I was with Cleveland, when
economic, political, and borne in on me by actual experience jspoech I "said in closing: We stand
creased power; its abandonment was social,elements,
are pointed out by Mr. Roose- - that without the exercise of such pow-a- t
everything was new to me.
Armageddon, an we battle for the
a severe blow to our people. The welvelt as contributing to the high cost er many of the wrongs will go unreme-- j Lord."
At any rate, I thought it great then,
of the farmer is a basic need of
fare
re)
effec tive legislation
p.nd I still laugh whenever I think ot
died. I believe in a larger opportuni-school of living. But
The country
this nation.''
it can only be framed on a ty for the people themselves directly
it. .
should be brought in touch with couu-jlr- y garding
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
scale after a thorough to participate in government and to
When I joined Cleveland (never
life. For this reason the progres- - comprehensive
'
mind how long ago) the Pittsburg club
scientific, and prompt inquiry.
control their governmental agents, be-- !
sives approve of government
PALACE.
'
'cause long experience has taught me
THE CURRENCY.
picked up a catcher named Berger.
"
with the farmer to make the farm
L. A. Peck, Denver.
ot
such
without
our
control
many
that
that
Mr.
Roosevelt
declares
Berger was a fine fellow, always
assomore productive.
Mr. Lindhart, City.
them bad- willing to participate in a joke on
ciations of farmers both for the pro- present bank currency based on gov- their agents will represent . .
T. B. Longwell, Cloudcroft.
eomeone else, and accepting
auu
jokes
i,. DJ 4uu
duction and the selling of agricultural ernmenc Donus is unscienmic,
Mrs. L. A. Hensel, Pueblo.
played upon himself in the best of
"So "Hies the adoption of a system which have found that, as a rule, I could Be
nrndncts should he encouraged.
Mrs. W. C. Duncan, Espanola.
causes in
of
the
credit
cure
the
in
the
shall
triumph
spirits. He had been going along BERGER FELL FOR IT, AND WAS THE HAPPIEST MAX OX EARTH.
provide
"elasticity
long as the farmer leaves
Abby R. Welwood, Brooklyn.
for
fairly well, but not brilliantly,
currency necessary for the con- - which I most believed, not from the
,.fit.cw;o- tnland
Mary J. McKee, New York.
Pittsburg, and looked good enough to
mo
t
ino- will 'duct of business, free from recurring politicians and the men who claim an
u.
C. V. Gardner. Kansas City.
to speak in business
works to a fine looking but cheap any. But Berger fell for it, anyhow,
stick.
foundations of wealth be under- Panics." The control of such a sys- - exceptional right
the
'.
but by going over
and he was the happiest man on mined and
Ferl, Denrer.
Among his possessions Berger had case.
comforts of enlighten- - tem should be in the hands of the gov- and government,
the
a watch of which he was very proud
Globe.
W.
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ueaus
P.
ana
must
uieir
ernment.
iree
iron,
When Bercer went to bat that af-- earth throughout the game.
u,,au,
awjm.6I am not un- - C. C. Doolittle,Denver.
ment be impossible in the country
and every afternoon, when the team ternoon, the umpire stopped play,
'manimilation by Wail street or the the people themselves.
Jones,
When he returned to the hotel and communities.'
was on the road, he would deposit it while the members of the Cleveland received only the empty case he saw
dor the slightest delusion as to any
H. O. Potter, E. Las Vegas.
large interests."
THE TARIFF.
in the hotel safe when leaving for the and Pittsburg teams gathered around the joke and joined in the laugh with
that during my political career! M. Barnhart and wife, City.
'power
CONSERVATION.
.
IiOiat n
un il"V :!
hall grounds.
the plate and witnessed the presenta- the crowd in the "know'', which had
Tnder this head- Mr. RooseveH re- - I ':ave at any time possessed. What- 1! Chas. Carruth, City.
.
.
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One day the players talked the tion of the handsome watch.
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M. F. Kolb, San Diego.
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ex- from a
as a principle approached
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tk.t' Ti, . ,,!
I don't recollect the provocation i,i
conservation and reclamation of na- - obtained from the people. I could
Hector Alliot, Los Angeles.
it to a jeweler, had him transfer the ! for the gift. I don't believe there was great many friends then and there, standpoint of the interests of the tional resources. We must conserve erciso it only so long as. and to the Laura Conors, Sonora, Mexico.
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to the general consumer
and I believe that if we can wake qUent cause
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ways and to control public utilities. and power to find out exactly how it Europe-hun- gry
against foreign nations and would give
for international mar-- :
HIGH COST OF LIVING,
s
vs reasonable competition with trans- the people to what the fight really spens, languor, nervousness and
As a matter of fact, the propositions I treats its employes, its rivals, and kets golden opportunities of which
we shall win. But, win or lose, matic pain.
"Tne cost of 1!v!"S,"
No foreign
says Mr. continental
make constitute neither anarchy nor the general public. . . . Any corpora- they are rapidly taking advantage.
railways.
hatever late wiion Enffprine ro. trv Doan's Kid- Roosevelt, "has risen during the last treaty should be entered- into which we shall not falter.
socialism, but, on the contrary, a cor- tion voluntarily coming under the comJUSTICE TO WAGE WORKERS.
few years out of all proportion to the we do not mean scrupulously to ob- may at the moment overtake any of!.ey pn,s &
rective for socialism and an antidote mission should not be prosecuted u;
remedj. tnat (has proven
us, the movement itself will not stop. effective in thousands of such cases.
Referring to the opening sentence increase of most salaries and wages." serve in every particular.
to anarchy."
t
law as long as il
der the
of his address, namely, "that we are what is first necessary is "fearless,
Our cause is based on the eternal Let ft
CONCLUSION.
ganta Fe woman tell o her
CONSTRUCTIVE CONTROL OF THE obeys in good faith the orders of the
in the midst of a great economic telligent, and searching inquiry into
In summing up the specific policies
of righteousness; and even
would
commission
The
commission.
,)er;ence
TRUSTS.
an
Roosevelt
the whole subject, made absolutely expounded in his address Mr. Roose- though we who now lead may for the
presents
in advance to any revolution," Mr.
be able to
Mrg Agrlpina rj. de Gonzales, 102
advanced and comprehensive plan to by a
In addition to punishment for wrong honest maninterpret
time fail, in the end the cause "self Garcla
body of experts velt spoke as follows:
asking the interpretation
st., iSanta Fe, N. M., says: "In
Six weeks ago, here
loing by the trusts, the imperative what he may do and what he may not insure the rights and better conditions with no prejudice to warp their minds,
"Now, friends, this is my confession shall triumph.
1906, I used Doan's Kidney
Setember
demand is effective and complete reg- do in
on a legitimate busi- for labor. He gives it the paramount no private object to serve, who shall ef faith. I have made it rather long in Chicago, I spoke to the honest rep-- ; pu"lg for backache that had been a
in
"The
first
recommend
wnien
ulation. The views of President Van ness." carrying
I
his
because
of
convention
to
a
know just what resentatives
wish you
speech.
any necessary remedy
charge
In the
When corporations not sub- place
60urce of mucn annoyance.
Hise, of the University of Wisconsin,
themselves to the regulation upon the industrial statesmanship hu-of
when I arose, my back was
morning
mitting
in his scientific work on trust regula- of the commission or clearly evading the day,'' he said, "is to prevent
so lame and painful that I could hardortion are in harmony with the program or
SPEAKING
its orders are prosecuted man waste. The dead weight of
OF
MOOSE
CONVENTIONS.
ly stoop. I knew that my trouble was
violating
of the national progressives.
"The under the anti-trulaw and convicted phanage and depleted craftsmanship,
due to disordered kidneys and I was
sufof
and
workers
workers
crippled
present conditions of business can- the commission should have the duty
finally led to try Doan's Kidney Pills
from
not be accepted as satisfactory." The of
trade diseases, of casual
"that the decree of the court fering
by the good reports I heard about
seeing
reason for this is explained in Mr. is put into effect completely." Only in labor, of insecure old age, and of
them. The contents of one box of
household depletion due to industrial
Koosevelt's opinion, by the fact that this
this remedy drove away all my pains
way can there be avoided "such
"those dealing with the subject have gross scandals as those attendant up- conditions are, like our depleted soils,
land I am happy to state that my cure
mountain-sidefloodour
and
to
divide
into two camps, on the present administration's prosegashed
attempted
has been permanent."
each as unwise as the other." One cution of the Standard Oil and the ed river bottoms, so many strains upFor sale by all dealers. Price 50
camp has1 fixed its attention only on Tobacco Trusts," a prosecution which on the national structure, draining the
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
of
reserve
all
and
industries,
the need for prosperity "prosperity has merely
strength
in increased
resulted
New York, sole agents for the United
to the big men on top, trusting to prices to the public, injury to the showing beyond all peradventure the
States.
their mercy to let something leak small competitor, and actual financial public element and public concern in
Remember the name
Doan's and
sevindustrial health." He proposed
through to the mass of their country- benefit to the trusts themselves.
no other.
take
men below, which in effect, means that
eral specific methods for preserving
"The progressive proposal is defin and improving
"our human resources,
there should be no attempt to regu
W e
it
is
ite,
practicable.
promise and therefore our labor power." Wage
late the ferocious scramble in which (
we
we
cannot
that
out,
carry
scales and other labor data should be
greed and cunning reap the largest nothing
will jeopardize made
rewards." The other camp has so promise nothing which
public; all deaths, injuries, and
. . . Our proposal is
diseases due to industrial operation
fixed its attention upon the injustices! honest business.
RHEUMATISM SOAP
to help honest
business
activity,
should be reported to the authorities:
cf the distribution of prosperity, 'however
and to see that it
extensive,
The Grealest Discovery of the Age.
"omitting all consideration of having is rewarded with fair return, so that wage commissions should be estabsomething to distribute, and advo- there may be no oppression either of lished in the nation and state to deterMade
from the formula of an Emmine the minimum wage scale in difcates action which, it is true, would
men or the common people.
business
German Doctor. It will
inent
ferent industries; the federal govern
ebolish most of the inequalities of the
it worth while ment should
cure all rheumatic and muscular
distribution of prosperity, by only the We propose to make
all indusinvestigate
for our business men to develop the
pains in both old and young. Recunfortunately simple process of abol- most efficient business agencies for tries with a view to establishing
tenstandards of sanitation and safety;
the
The
ognized
by most leading doctors
ishing
prosperity itself.''
to
for
use
is
it
in international trade;
as
there should be mine and factory incure for Rheumathe
dency of those now in control of the the interest of our whole
greatest
people that
republican party is to give special we should do well in international spection according to standards fixed
tism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
inter-statagreement or by the
privileges to "big business," and to business. But we propose to make by
Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
federal
correct the evils of such a course
government; national and
in the Stomach, are all
Cramps
those business agencies do complete state
when they become crying by sporadic
legislation should establish
removed
to our own people." Where standards
by following the
quickly
justice
t
indusof
law.
lawsuits under the
compensation for
concerns deal with the necesthese
trial accidents and deaths and for disThe tendency of the democrats, judgof life, the commission should eases
each package of UNCLE ABE'S
ed both by their Tecord in congress saries
clearly due to industrial condinot shrink, if the necessity is proved
RHEUMATISM SOAP. Guaranfor
law of a
the
and by the democratic platform, is to
tions;
adoption
by
to the extent of exercisteed under the Food and Drugs
standard
of compensation for casfair
abolish all business of any size or eff- from going
control over the condi- ualties
ing
Act.
iciency, on the ground that all bigness tionsregulatory
resulting fatally which shall
create
or determine monthat
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
is badness, and littleness and weakclearly fix the minimum compensation
No. I Bridge Plaza,
in all cases; the monetary equivalent
Suite 34 nd 35. Dept
ness is a sign of virtue. "What Is opoly prices."
Long Island City. New York.
It Is imperative to the welfare of of a living wage varies according to
needed is action directly the reverse
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of that thus confusedly
Indicated.'' our people that we enlarge and extend local conditions, but should be suffiThere should be applied to all indus- our foreign commerce. We are pre- ciently high to make morality possitrial concerns engaged In inter-stat- e
eminently fitted to do this because as ble nd to provide for education,
commerce in which there is either a people we have developed high skill recreation, proper care of the children,
4 Horse Power
monopoly or control of the market in the art of manufacturing; our busi- maintenance during sickness, and reathe principles already adopted "in reg- ness men are strong executives, strong sonable saving for old age; excessive
$165.00
PRICE,
ulating transportation concerns en- organizers. In every way possible hours of labor should be prohibited
With
Magneto.
Imported
should
our
federal government
for all
and night labor
gaged in such commerce. The antiAlMotorOyc'e without a doubt with trouble
in this important matter. Any of women and children should be fortrust law should be kept on the statleft at the factory.
ute book to be invoked against ev- one who has had opportunity to study bidden; one day of rest in seven
Germany's should be provided by law; continuery big concern tending to monopoly and observe
or guilty of
hour labor should be
practices. At course in this respect must realize ous twenty-fou- r
divided into three shifts
the same time a national industrial that their policy of
of eig'ht
commission should be created which
government and business 'has hours by law; tenement-housmanushould have complete power to regu- - iu comparatively few years made them facture should be entirely prohibited,
l and labor camps should be
late and control all the great indus- - a leading competitor for the
subject to
merce of the world. It should be
concerns engaged in inter-statgovernmental sanitary regulation; all
which practically means all membered that they are doing this industries employing
women
and
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.
of them in this1 country. This coW on a national scale and with large children should be specially subject
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the govern-Managua, Nicaragua, Aug. 6. (By government recognized
wireless to Colon) The city of Man- nient of President
Diaz,
large
agua is perfectly quiet today but has quantity of arms has been brought
of
been placed under military guard by from Coronto Managua to n ible the
to take the offensive
the president.
The stores continue government
against, the followers of General
open throughout the town.
The commander
chief of the ar- Mena.
This line consists of all Piece Ooods and Ladies' Suits,
The force of 100 American bluejackmy, General Emilio Chamorro, is en125 Palace Ave.
gaged in recruiting the government ets and marines who were lauded at
Coats and Dresses.
Corinto from the United States gun-bcforces.
Annapolis late on Saturday night of Kast Las Vega
a vliitor in
President Diaz has dismissed a
mrvber of officials in various parts ar.d who arrived in this city on Sunday Santa Fe today.
to protect American lives and propMiss Fi!o;i;ena IVrea is in the city
of the country, deposing these friendof war. General erty found the capital or .Nicaragua from Albuquerque, the guest of her
ly to the
relatives the Sandovals.
Luis Mena, and replacing them by par- in comparative tranqui'i'.y.
.Miss Marie Kins of Trinidad, Colo.,
American minister Weitzel at once
tisans of the government.
The min.Mrs. J. 1!. Reyof finance, Pedro Rafael Ouadra, took measures to cause General Mena ii visiting her r
ister
SPJ
.MB!. KUMWWI
declares there is still so:ne disorder the former minister of war, who is nolds on Chapelle street.
Mrs. V. C. Duncan of the Espanola
now leading the revolution, to deliver
in the Province
f Granada,
where
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
several of his brothers have been ar- up the lake steamers belonging to the valley is in the city attending ill"
summer
of
school
archaeology.
rested, and i store belonging to one American company running the
of New York City,
Alary .1. McKe
which he seized to transport
of them at San Francisco, in the provin
is
will remain for the
Fe
ai'd
Santa
muowers
to
ince of Rivas has
t!ie
cities on summer
auaci;
destroyed by jus
archaeological school.
troops under the command of a son the shores of the lake.
A. D. Graham,
of the
manager
of the late secretary of war.
President Diaz has requested the
Mountain States Telephone mid TeleCHILDREN'S, MISSES'. LADIES'. BOYS' AND MEN'S'
The story of the revolution as rela dispatch of a further body of I'nited
graph Company in New Mexico, is in
States marines to reinforce Hie
ted in official circles is:
Santa Fe on husiress. He lives in AOn 'Monday morning, July fl, Presialready here.
on
for one week
The American
minister supports lbuquerque.
dent Diaz deposed the secretary of
After Dr. Wilson's lecture Mrs. Edthis
as
the
a
request,
of
presence
war. General Mena, appointing in his
gar L. Hcwett entertained the studplace, General Carmelo Berberana stronger force of American troops is ents and their friends of the Schco! 3
Diaz.
He also appointed
General regarded as necessary for the protec- cf American Archaeology in the Pu.ve
Emilio Chamorro, who is leader of tion of foreigners.
room yesterday afiernoon.
DOLF
DRY GOODS
GO.
the conservative party, commander in
Mrs. Francis C. Wilson will enterchief of the army.
tain
the
of
students
the
MOST
of
Sch.iol
REMARKABLE
OUTBURST
On that afternoon, General Chamorand
OF GENUINE
their Else tmBMrnHMMTOMiMiE jaBa
Archaeology
ENTHUSIASM IN American
ro took possession of the left half of
friends in her beairifu home on P.ue'ia
HISTORY AT CHICAGO TODAY.
Vista Heights, Wednesday afiernoon
the fortress of Managua, in which
between ::!fj and i.
the residence of General Mena was
(Continued from Page One.)
.1. G. Guynian. Ada
l
situated. The troops stationed there
Guyman,
THE ECONOMY FRUIT JARS
Guyman. Ray Terpeuing and Myra
and in the fort on the hill joined
l peared in a box to the left of the platarrived from Catlin, Uli-- '
form. She carried a red bandana Carrigan
Chamorro.
I The Best Fruit Jar in the Market,
The deposed secretary of war fled handkerchief and waved it enthusias- noif, ytsterday and after a day in the
A
Easy to Onen. Ecsv to Claw
left
for
the
city,
they
Estancia
to the right half of the fortress to- tically.
valley
Jjrs. Roosevelt was accomlook
to
at
land
there.
gether with his guard and the troops panied by George Roosevelt, a nephew
Prof. j. H. Wagner, superintendent
HAND-PAINTE- D
of the Colonel.
stationed there sided with him.
ef th' city schools, left today for InAs the Ohio delegation
There was some firing outside the.
forced its
diana to l;o
AT LOW PRICES.
fortress, one civi'ian being killed and way through the crowded aisles, up weeks. While gene for a couple of
to the platform, one of the delegates
away Prof. Wagaer will
several soldiers wounded.
nuplo. mi
for the school
American Minister Weitzel, carry- yelled: "Here's Taft's own state."
here, lelr.g ruthorized so to do bv the
A
few
minutes
afterward
Colonel boaid.
ing the American flag, then called upon both generals and obtained from Roosevelt reached 'he coliseum stage,
Rev. J. R. Summi rs passed
through
m the galleries
the late secretary of war his written the vacant spaces
Santa I'e yesterday on his way to
filled
and
quickly
room
froui
up
office
and
his
standing
promresignation
Mound where he will assist in
Wagon
came to be at a premium.
ise not to fight.
The hall
meetings
being held there.
CO.
That night at about nine o'clock. held one of its largest crowds when Mr. Rummers
is quite enthusiastic ovColonel
General Mena abandoned the fortress eventually tile
began to er the crnp
prospect and present conand with his troops and three ma- speak. Way up in the band gallery ditions in the Estancia
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
valley.
the
musicians
struck up "Onward
chine guns, left the city of Managua.
Miss K;ite Muller. Miss
Mvrtle
Prom the dele- Iloyle ar.d Miss
He was joined by tie entire police Christian Soldiers."
Gladys Rushworib
force and marsh ed to Masaya, About gates the words of the Hymn rose left this morning for the Pecos accom12 miles to the south.
Some of the in a confused murmur. The Colonel panied by Prof. Cockerell for a two
stepped forward, raised both hands days outing. The party made the trin
police have since returned here.
and led the singing,
clianling the cn horsehacr. and will spend tonight
FIRE
MARINES FROM PANAMA
INSURANCE
FIRE
words himself.
at the Vivas' ranch and will
ARE SENT TO MANAGUA.
return
Two Alabama delegates, one a vet- tomorrow evening.
Can
Washington, D. C, Aug. C Mar- eran, the other a confederate, marchAfford to Overlook
A. W. P,ikk?r, the well
known inines from Panama have been ordered ed
up to the platform, arm in arm, surance man of Albuquerque who is
to Nicaragua to surulement the force and
A TDK
KCT 0ne mile from Plaza. of
shook hands with Colonel Roose- spending a couple of weeks here is
TD
of bluejackets now in Managua, guardI K
I
I
"ich four or five acres
I
velt. They were ,T. C. Hollingsworth, making a collection of fine i.hntn.
ing Americans and their property.
are in alfalfa. All under
who served in Lee's army and John graphs of Santa Fe and vicinitv tii
The collier Justin, now steaming M.
fence and tillable land
No Buildings.
PRICE $1,800.00
Green, who fought in an Illinois views from Ft. J'.arcy are classics. Mr.
from San Juan del Sur was today orFOR
IMMEDIATE
SALE.
is
a
kodak
regiment.
enthusiast
and
has
jOikker
madered to Panama to embark 350
"Give us a southern democrat for 0Ile ot 'lle finest cameras in the
rines for Corinto.
vice president and we'll break the soll,nwestGENERAL MENA GETS
Senator T!. F. lakoy arrived in
solid south," they to'd Colonel Roose- Room 8, Capital City Bank Buildiifr, Santa Fe,
Al.
Su,,ta Ft' Uiis morrjng from his ranch.
ORDERS FROM UNCLE SAM. volt.
G.
del
San Juan
The Am"I
.
Sur, Aug.
"Good," the Colonel responded.
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
LIABILITY
erican blue jackets nd marines who will do my very best to do it."
were landed from the I'nited States
The excitement subsided a trifle,
gunboat Annapolis at Corinto, Satur- but it. broke out again as the band
day, and who are now in Managua, swung into the "Battle Hymn of the
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
have ordered General Luis Mena, Republic." Colonel Roosevelt led the
St. Louis, Aug. C Wool, steady.
former minister of war, and now lead- crowd in the singing.
er of the revolutionaries, to deliver
The demonstration had been in pro- Territory and westeu mediums 20(3)
jjj
up immediately, the lake steamers gress 15 minutes before the delegates 24; fine mediums l?f(2fi; fine 13frl7.
ST. LOUIS METAL.
are recognized Mrs. Roosevelt in the box.
owned by the railroads, which
St. I.ouis, Aug. fi Lead 4.37
run by an American company. George They turned to her with a cheer and
T. Weitzel, the United States minis-ter- . she rose and bowed to acknowledge Spelter, steady, fj.9 3fj '7.10.
has sent a note to General Mena, the cheers. Order was finally restorWork for the Xew Mtxiean. It is
advising him that the United States ed, the demonstration 'having lasted
C.
57 minutes.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
When the crowd was quiet a flash the new state.
W
204.
415 Palace Avenue
Phone.
..
light picture was taken. A murmur
of
a
dismay was heard as
tiny tongue Stat, of Ohio, cttv nf Tnierir,
is interested and should know
of flame flickered under one of the
uncut the wonderful
Lucas County. ss,
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FRANK J. CHENEY,
polate new matter into his prepared
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
t.
address.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
& CO. "We want to say to those who in my presence this Gth
H.
day of
their conservatism," he said, ceniber, A. D., 1886.
"that we are the real conservatives." USeal)
A. W. GLEASON.
ihe delegates sat in somewhat
Notary Public.
for
amazed silence as the Colonel pausHall's Catarrh Cure is taken interned.
There was a great cheer as he ally and acts directly upon the blood
added: "For the only wise conserva- - und mucous surfaces of the system.
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other demonstration. Without effect-- i
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ing permanent organization, the con- stipation.
ention at 3:55 p. m. adjourned until
MER RANCHES COM
11 a. m. tomorrow.
BINED.
acres-we- ll
When Colonel Roosevelt had left
the Coliseum, the business of the conOne-ha- lf
600
vention was resumed, the report of
the credentials committee unseating
sell
the negro delegates from the south
of
poor
being adopted without debate.
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Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality,

the city today from

Phoenix, Arizona.
L. P. Lyster of Lag Vegas was a
Santa Fe visitor today.
Mrs. Theo. Corrick will not be at
home to callers tomorrow.
C. B. Stubblefield
was a visitor
here today from Las Vegas.
W. P. Doolittle of Globe, Arizona ts
among the visitors here today.
T. B. Longwell is up from Clom'-crof- t
for a stay of several days.
E. P. Davies is in California called
there by the illness of Mrs. Davies.
W. C. White is here from the
valley on a short, business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rogers of El
Paso are among the visitors here today.
Frank Kirster was here from Albu- querque yesterday making the trip

to place your orders for preserving. Now they are
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Why Wait ?
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INSURANCE

City Property and Loans.
Fire,

Life,

;

Tel.

246 W
126-- 4

J

Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

REAL ESTATE
(04501)

City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
July 29, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio

Surety Bonds
Of

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W.f Room U
LALGI1LIN

yesterday.
H. O. Potter well known resident SANTA FE,- - -

BUILDING,

- NEW MEXICO

Hay fever and asthma make August
a month of intense suffering to man
people.
Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound gives prompt ease and relief, and is soothing and healing tT
the inflamed membrane?.
Wm. M.
Merethew, Me., says. "A few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound relieved me of a severe attack of asthma and less than a bottle caused a
complete cure." Refuse substitutes.
For sale by all druggists.

Villanueva of Galisteo. X. M., who, on
8, 1907, made homestead entry
Section 14,
jXo. 11718 for XW
Township 13 X., Range 9 E., X. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
proof, to estab-- j
jto make final
lish claim to the land above described,
A live paper makes a live town.
before Harry C. Kinsell, U. S. Comnr, We are making a iive paper. Read it.
at Stanley, X. Mex., on the 16 day of A little want ad costs but a few
September, 1912.
cents and brings wonderful results
Claimant names as witnesses:
when published in the Xew Mexican.
VillanuePino
Thomas Villanueva,
Try one.
va, Gregorio Padia, and Jose Villanueva, all of Galisteo, X. M.
Latest sporting news in the Santa
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. Fe Xew Mexican. Read It.

July

M. L. Fox, member

of the staff of
the Morning Journal was in the
city

LEONARD,

r
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
VaKes Specialty of Mining, Political
and Industrial News. Goes to Every!
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL MUFVD
MFYir.Awn
Lsrger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
ERONSON CUTTING
President
J. WIGHT GIDDINGS
Editor)
F.
BROGAN
WILLIAM
Associate Editor
CHARLES M. STA'JFFER
General Manager
Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
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IN NEW MEXICO.
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Valley Ranch Activities.

ed on Xo. 2 last evening, after attending the Indian Coin Dance at Santo
Valley Ranch, X. .M.. August. 3 1912. Domingo. They had a most enjoyable
A party, with Mrs. Miller, who have trip.
Judge and Mrs. It. H. Hanna, with
been spending a few days in Santa
1.00
Mr. Van der Vries, motored over from
Fe, from where they took a trip to Santa Fe and will
spend a few days
Tesiupie wif'n its luxuriant valley and at Valley Ranch enjoying the plen-did
its interesting Indian pueblo, return
fishing.

Weekly,

THE MAN

(M

2.00 Weekly, six months
50
per Quarter

THE PIT

"A man may put me in a pit, and keep me there, if he is strong enough.
But I will act so that he will know that there's a man in that pit."
It was a negro who said this. He was speaking of the wrongs of the
negro race.
It has a lesson for every man who feels that he is oppressed. Wrongs
we must all endure, but the wrong is half undone when he who is in the pit
keeps his manhood unscathed.
Does your employment seem beneath you? Are you subject to humiliations? You may not be able to cure the evils from which you outwardly suffer, but you may make respectable, and even noble, the pit in which you are
placed by being a man.
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus said that nothing harms a man which does
not make him a worse man. Slavery, pain, poverty, the wrongs of enemies
all these harm the enslaver, because they make him a worse man harm the
intlicter of pain, and the creator of poverty, and the doers of the wrong but
not the person suffering these things unless he allows them to make him
a worse man.
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus was an emperor, and suffered only those
wrongs vnien emperors sutler
Rut Epictetus, the slave, was of the same
miuu vim mm. to slave and emperor alike, the way is open to triumph
over adversity by keeping manhood unimpaired.
Ami remember this, that no class of men can remain in the
pit, if each
one sees to it that so far as he is concerned there shall be a man in the
pit.
fall from the limbs of real men. Individuals- like Epictetus may
be real men and also slaves though Epictetus finally ruled his master by
sheer manhood.
But if all the slaves in Rome had been men like Epictetus. would they
have rema'ned slaves? Xo! And if every negro, and every wage slave ia
the land should suddenly develop high, exalted manhood, the race problem
and the labor problem would be solved solved by the manhood of the very-meinvolved in them.
When men are in the pit they annihilate the pit.
The greatest need of the world is manhood.
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REMARKS

Talk about fitness for a job.

Progress

v--

Secre-- ,
Con-

K.

'omiacts

colic from eating too many roasting
ears, can hardly be said to nave a
&,'een coru dance-

States gunboat has land- a hundred marines at Managua.

A United
eci

W Men!
ceed!

Let the revolution

'
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'

The Orozco killed in a Deniing sa- e Orozco of Ilex- loon fight was not
ieo, but we'll bet Madero wishes he
were.

THE BYSTANDER

To Benito Ala,.i(lj care taker ot the
Bvstander maUes a
bow of acknowledgement
for good
work done
It is a pleasure to look
over into the court house yard. The
(long white washed fence, newly put
Ui and above all. a long row of sweet
peas, blooming profusely and lending
a charming touch to the yard and the
street, give the passer by a sense of
pleasure and of rest. It is so easy to
have things looking neat and the compensation is very great.
Just adjoining is a lot, owned by
whom I do not know, but understand
by a company. On this lot are weeds
as high as a man's head, looking
shameful; looking like the' yard one
sometimes sees adjoining a farmer's
barn, where the thought of beauty is
wholly lacking and the man don't
care. It doesn't look nice anywhere,
this forest of weeds, not even in a
farmer's barn yard, but in the very
center of a modern city it looks simpunly outrageous and fnexcusably
kempt. It requires so little care to
keep the weeds down and the result
is so gratifying that it is a wonder
anyone will let them grow. The contrast between the court house yard
and the field adjoining ought to be lesson enough to convince anybody.
There are a number of guests in
Santa Fe from the east at the present time. They can do us a lot of
good or a lot of 'harm and really, it is
up to us which we want them to do.
A well kept city leaves always a good
impression and one carelessly kept is
a poor advertisement.
Benito Alarid is doing his part and
setting a good example.

vention in Chicago has for initials, O.
Xo Agnes, the child who

IT

,court houge tn

Yes, Sec, it is only a trivia', little
oid convention at Chicago, after all.

tary Davis of the

SEES

r.pcniT ntiF

Come on Willyum. we wan: to shew
you a real convention.

We note in our New York letter
that women are going to wear more
Where can they
hair this winter.
make room for it?

THE WASTE OF LIFE

Mrs. Mcllvaine, Miss Bergere and
Mr. Griffin stopped in Mr. Hately's

motor car on their way up to the
Hately cottage from Santa Fe.
Several motor parties have arrived
on the Upper Pecos to enjoy
camp
life with the fine fishing, which many
say has never been better than it is

at present.

help. I do not know whether our
people quite realize bow much the A.
T. & S. F. railroad is doing to advertise Santa Fe. In the eastern papers
they are running some very attractive
and valuable advertisements
and
some of their folders are most artistic
We at this end, should
productions.
take a new grip on the boosting business and pull all together with all our
It don't make any difference
might.
ir. what line of endeavor we are busy,
you've got to push all the time. Everybody's doing it, and those who are lax
and lazy are going to get left.
The
business men's lunch is a good

e
oTSlogan
or
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on
of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all
as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R.

J.

j

,..

nt

tw

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

B. READ.

Cashier.

F. McKANE,

t.

Assistant

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Cashier.

4

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

S. A. AKINS,

Proprietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE

ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

jiu

"7"'"

President.

PALEN,

Yet, if he had been more wise,

He might well have won a prize,
And he wou'dn't need to claim
"What's the use!"
Courage tries and tries and tries,
Cowardice but turns and flies.
One reaps honor one reaps shame.
Only mortals weak and tame
Cry aloud this lie of lies
"What's the use!"

ng

money-transmitti-

"What's the use?" the quitter cries
Fear and failure in his eyes.
"What's the use? It's all a frame.
There's no hope to win the game."
So he Jays him down and dies.

A woman came into the I. Sparks
;
1.... 0..1.1.-..tarntmi ,.,.,.. ..li
uisl Muuaiu morning ai a,.-i;ie! lwM
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wjvv
"v .t l,)
lta a Bixteen ,norse power one
regard of it in this day.
1
v;ant'" she sa'd sweetly.
Did you know that an American dies every minute from
meventable
cause?
The old gang believes in playing
We read and hear a great deal of "race suicide," but we do not
realize
that this danger lies not so much in the decreasing birth rate as it does in the game this way: It you can't beat
What's the use? The use is plain
our needlessly high death rate. It is true that the average
'em, rob 'em; if you an't rob 'ein
While there's vigor in the brain,
family is smaller
we'll have a lav passed.
now than formerly, but the number of families would he
While there's strength to walk
increased if well,
vastly
:j
we would intelligently apply the knowledge of disease
crawl
prevention alreadv
Senator La Folletty is entirely with-- i
gained instead of permitting the present appalling and needless destruction
While there's vision, large or small.
in his rights if he yrefers to remain
of life to continue.
While there's grit to stand the strain.
THE STORK.
There are C50.000 preventable deaths that occur annually. There are 113,. in the republican pirty. In fact, he
In big headlines with accompanying Whi'e there's pluck to stand the pain
de- Oun infants under one year die
if
he
within
is
hjs
equally
rights,
The
annually unnecessarily.
chief causes are
And the bitterness or bane,
ignorance and carelessness. We want high class health officers, ransihlo mPd- - sires to go still farther to the rear pictures, dispatches are being pubXo one has a right to call
lished in the daily papers announcing
ical men to serve us. and yet are only willing to pay salaries that are almost and
tlie WnR or the Tories.
"What's the use! '
the
fact
that
to
a
the
stork
is
make
'
a
raLt t,1;'t there is not an
,nl,
"
adequately equipped, and supnome
alJ
ot
al
health
office
ported
lne
in the United States.
airs. Madeline
GRAY'S ELJGY, REVISED.
Here in Santa Fe much cmilri ho Anna tn
What if all our hooes are slain?
The curfew tolls; the knell of parting J' 01 ce Astor in a lew tlays now. I
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aim
ioresxan
death. Jt is an encouraeiniru thine- tW
member the same thing happened in Gone our palaces in Spain
j
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tuberculosis sanitarium. It should be a kiiccpsk
While a dream can hold its thrall,
,
The lowing ni(ose winds slowly o'erltl!e case of Eth?l Barrymore Colt and
t
ao not as a people, here or elsewhere,
other four hundred class people.
While there's any chance at all,
the lea;
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eivp Pimns-Xow, I do not underestimate the im- Who is there will cry again
side, to the enforcement of laws of inspection; to the
omeward
plods his
payment of decent Tlle "'wn.ian
of a visit of the stork, nor
salaries to health officers so they can afford to
portance
wa-v"What's the use!"
weary
time
to the public health;
give
to regulate rigidly all
the
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to the race in his coming,
t
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world
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conditions:
to
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.
cure. Tluit .is th
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and me.
SCHOOL BOARD MEETING.
..iiiumine tu me increase ot- disease
diate family nor anything of that kind.
0
Peoria Journal.
I
wonder
call
the
of
the
only
why
Xow fades tlie glimmering landscape
Last evening's meeting of the school
A WISE PRECAUTION
bird is really of any more interest at board was
All iha
attended by all the mem-- ;
.uuon
oi tne senate in what is
jne
And all the air a solemn stillness the home of Madeline Force Astor hers except Muller and Catron.
a reaffirmation of the
Monroe doctrine is to be heartily commended.practically
than to any other home of a good
In the
mutter which
holds,
The contract with Prof. Wagner!
wi ed torth the resolution there is a possible menaceparticular
Save Wherf LaFollette wheels hi3 and useful American
family. This was
that
become
a
might
ratified, the professor himself be- matter ot international complication if not actual war.
is
a
stork
com
bird.
His
mighty busy
growling flight,
and explaining that he
present,
ing
In the Magdalena Hay case, we are not
wane
And sc"1is' anQ scolds, and scolds, ing,
important, is not an event could not understand why the Las
a precedent, but we are
setting
so
unusual as to call for startling
following one. England and other powers have declared that
and 3CoIds and scolds,
foreign nations
headlines and large pictures and vivid Cruces papers published his employ-- !
must not gain military nor naval foothold where
Chicago Tribune,
commerce
threaten
the
they
ment at
point; that while an
nnd safety of the country. That seems to meet
description such as would1 be expect- olfer was that
precise!.' the propositions And as the eveninS shadows shroud ed in the
made it was not accepted
we are facing. The fact that American traffic
Rosenthal
or
a
Kanmurder
tne earth- through the Panama canal must
and he is now in charee of the schools
pais in front of Magdalena Hay, and that the safety of American shipping1 In faI,c'- echoes on the ambient air. sas cyclone. The fact is that the ex- here.
and the movements of American battle
pected visit of the historic bird to the
ships in time of war would be seri- - The Rul1 Moose calling long and low. home of
The board decided to install an opthe Astor family is only beotis!y threatened by any foreign power established there, makes the place1 Tney seem to hear nim almost
en
cause
air gymnasium on the school
it
is
Astor
the
that could not be safely allowed to pass into control of a
and
that
family
erywhere.
foreign com-they have oodles of money. That's grounds at a cost of $900. This will
pany.
all. It is the spirit of toadvism ihatiue
l'en to the public on Saturdays,
Of course .Magdalena Hay at once recalls
Japanese invasion at IT MIGHT HAVE
has become so common a thing not and Sundays and during vacation
some tuture time, but this resolution covers a possible
BEEN
SOMETHING
ELSE,
broader field and goes deeper!
into the rights of one nation toward another.
Have J0U ever nard' the pretty only in America but elsewhere when time, while during the term, the
It is a protective measure,
will be given to the students
and
solely,
brings into notice the innocent coaling stations which nations Btor.v m-- children, of the great paint-ar- e coin is the test of standing in a comin the school.
constantly seeking and which really are important sites which, in case ers Parrhasius and Zeuxis, and their munity; when the man without it, no
matter what be his personal qualities.
The board also considered the apof war could be easily converted into naval or
military bases. The action fim"s contest, thousands of years
is really the outgrowth of th artivitv r n Am:..
... ian"
;is out of consideration, and the man pointment of a truant officer, and will
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. Willi it, regardless of his qualities, make a selection later.
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which was forgetting everything but gain. It was a
looking young-- gaiion as to the most successful one
jwill
piece of patriotic fore-- ! birds came and pecked at them.
u uimiuiriu now in operation.
o.sm
u!ui inaj save very serious complications
Rut Parrhasius parted a picture of
looking as that which was brought to!
n
a spare bedroom on the wall of his.MairsriP
. m,.- Mike Ha!I ! N
flat, and invited Zeuxis to supper.
"'A.
A BIG CONVENTION
ran the same day, in another
nart; of
X
lne time for sarcastic criticism and humorous mention has gone
They lingered over the Biipper until the city and that, without the moniv.? CHILDREN NEED EXTRA
by.
CARE IN HOT WEATHER. X
There is nothing funny to the standpatters and conservatives in a conven- the last car had passed. Thereupon back of it, the child might never!
tion with l.loo delegates, representing every state in the t'ninn TWo u Parrhasius pressed his rival to stay achieve more than the vounesters T
Summer Heat Dangerous
to X
something astounding in it, however. It means a political upheaval such as ali night' and unon his consenting, down the street. We do not need to ?
Little Ones if Bowels Are
N
this nation has never known before.
showedhim to the ipare bedroom.
dig very deep into history to recall ?
X
Neglected.
that
The great convention which assembled
the
who
fori?
had
to fight
boys
yesterday in the same building! Zeuxis. suspecting nothing, retired
Si
where a stolen nomination was handed to William H. Taft. seven weeks
'
ago,;ilnd s!eDt soundly all night,
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""en. iiuu onenumes
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i
morning Parrhasius revealed "
history. The whole spirit which
nielli lu nam Lutrui, num ill- the stork confers as errent n favnr . un.i
marked every move and every utterance was toward better
political condi-- the trutl and Zeuxis generously
to
Dowels.
.
of
the
,
fancy,
in tha .ate iY.UCU UK
regularity
h
and freedom of the people from dictatorial and
visits tne inimule
rule. claimed:
tyrannical
nome as when he knocks at the door Chronic constipation in later lafe can
-it could not be mistaken. It was no worked up enthusiasm and political
You've got my goat. You have
false fervor!
e
be
avoided if the child learns early the
of the wealthy one.
men that attended were there for a purpose; not a selfish
purpose; not ceived the man who has deceived the
need for a daily evacuation of the
a purpose to holu control; not a purpose to manipulate
conventions, dictate biids."
poisonous stomach waste.
MR. RENEHAN RIGHT.
peisonai appuntments and represent certain interests, but a purpose to
Certain parties ivho had money on
There will; of course, be times when
President Renehan of the Chamber
restore to (he people of the country the rights of wliich they have been
robbed;' to give them a voice in their own affairs; to give them their govern- Zeuxis, claimed that Parrhasius fed of Commerce made a sensible and the little one will become constipated
ment for which their forefathers suffered and fought, and which has been .their man knockout drops for supper, helpful talk yesterday at the business and bilious. In hot weather, especialHe talked in a whole- ly, immediate attention is necessary, as
given into other hands in these later years by piratical freebooters, Who otherwise he never would have gene men's lunch.
to bed in the mere picture of a
much serious illness results from inacsome
care nothing for the possessions of the people and
about
way
What he said tive bowels.
regard only the wishes
but they were not supported regarding the things.of
Salts, cathartics, purgaof their masters.
spir't
getting toand
drastic irritants are
The problem is not a complicated one hut the simplest possible proposi- by the general opinion.
gether in Santa Fe and the increa-- e tives, and similar
violent and only bring temtion. It is only a movement of regeneration and
of the boosting sp'rit at this time, harsh
To tear down
D. C. Bybee, teaming contractor was all
porary relief while disturbing the
the old rotten temples, builded on selfishness and personal gain and rear, in
true. So too, was what he whole
A
system.
gentle,
pleasant
their place the people's structures on a foundation of honesty; of square living at CC9 Keeling Court, Canton, said about the
of a closer bowel stimulant like Dr. Caldwell's
111.,
now
of
The
is
well
of
rid
severe and relationship of our business men with
dealing;
equal rights.
preferred classes must go.
is far preferable. Syrup
n
.
annoying case o' .cidney trouble.
His a spirit of boost back of it, true. New Syrup Pepsin
Pepsin contains no narcotic drug, beAnother aviator killed. When will these Tellows learn that the law of ;back Pained end he was bothered Mexico has a splendid
of ing composed of
example
simple laxative herbs
with headaches and dizzy spells. "I wnat concerted
gravitation has not been suspended.
boosting can do by combined with pepsin, and acts gent- 0
took Foley Kidney nils just as direc- - noting
the work
of the Denting iy, in a natural manner, on stomaelt
Says a man in Xew York, "Does advertising pay? I got a wife by -- ted and in a few days I felt much Lliamber of Commerce.
That body bowels and liver. By thoroughly
vertising." That leaves one in doubt as to whether the chap is a booster better. My life and strength seemed of men has made Deming known from
cleansing the bowels and removing the
or a knocker.
t0 come back, and I sleep well.
I one end of the land to the other,
matter that irritates and in0
am now all over my trouble and glad and Denting did not have one hund- foreign
flames the tissue, it will quickly check
Out in Oregon a minister was forced to resign his
charge because he to recommend Foley Kidney Pills." redth part the material to boost on the summer diarrhoea that is so weak-- :
played billiards. Let's see, how long ago was it that they burned witches Try them. For sale by all
druggists to start with, that Santa Fe has. They ening in Its effect.
In this country?
made the material and then boosted
Druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
0
Work for the New Mexican.
Is it. AH we need to do is to boost the
Pepsin for fifty cents and one dollar a
The papers tell of a man who tried to end his life with a corkscrew. working for you, for Santa Fe ar.dIt
we
tho
material
have.
Both
of
the
talks
bottle, the larger size being intended
Toying with a corkscrew has been the means to the end of many a man's life new state.
President Renehan and Judge McFie for family use. A free trial bottle,
0
were along the right lines and this in- postpaid, can be obtained by
The convention being held In Chicago cannot appear very trivial to the Today's news
writing
today. You get It In terchange of ideas at such a meeting to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 406
Washingstandpatters, nor even to the Hon. Sec.
the New Mexican.
as that of yesterday will be
ton St., Monticello, Illinois.
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BANK

OF SANTA FE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
$5.00 Daily, per quarter, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail
$1.25
Daily, six months, by mail
$2.50Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
Weekly, per year

NATIONAL

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY

'

Think About It!

-

1

FULLY PROTECTED ?

THE
GENERAL

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act!

COMPAN
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AGENTS,

Y

SANTA FE, N. M.
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ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY

....
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DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

v

MEXICAN

u

BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
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LIFE INSURANCE

THE RELIANCE FAMOUS

CONTRACT

"SELF SUSTAINING"

POLICY

The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It is Self Sustaining A tier the Tenth Year
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Price
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Rooms With Bath

TIE

$1,50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBANY HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb.

!
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
the guests were obliged
their plates in their hands.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
$50.35

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

$46.90

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$55.90

$73.35

throughout

county

manual

Elegantly FurmsTiecJ Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav.
culture.
ng all modern conveniences, including
SURE ENOUGH OIL.
Hi.
Thai we as touchers take a electric light, steam heat and baths,
1'. 11. Cannon, an oil man
from
wide r and more enthusiastic interest In the First National Bank
building
Beaumont, Texas, was in I.akewond in the
reading circle work; be organ- Apply to F. M. Jones.
one day this week, and in conversaized into clubs for the
of
purpose
tion wilh the Progress man, express'"!
the niinpo 'd texts, having a
TYPEWRITERS.
the belief that in 'he near fiture oil studying
set time and place for meeting oace Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
would be found in the Pecos valley, each month.
platens furnished. Ribbons and supand that it would develop into the
KesiK'ctfullj submitted.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
oil
field
in
States.
the
raited
greatest
and rented. Standard makes handled.
COMMITTEE.
Is pleasing many women. It enables the housewife to broil
Mr. Cannon says there is no doubt
All repair work and typewriters guaras to the existence of oil here, and
as well on the New Perfection Stove as over a coal fire.
Santa Fe Typiwriter ExA. S. Jones of the Lee Pharmacy, anteed.
that when once discovered it will be Chico,
Cal., who has handled Foley & change. Phone 231.
of course you
And
field
in
coverthe
the
wor'd,
largest
It uses all the heat.
Co.'s medicines for many years says:
arc familiar with die
ing practically the entire valley.
HOYS
AND
GIRLS Earn
pood
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
It cooks evenly.
As an evidence of his faith,
Mr.
money during vacation at, pleasi.it
no
Tar
has
and
is
Compound
equal,
It broils both sides at once.
Cannon owns $s.j,li"0 worth of land in the one
medicine I can recom- work, boosting for New Mexico. Outthe valley, and none of it is for sale. mend as cough
It doesn't smoke.
no narcotics or fit free. Write today for our offer.
containing
Cook-stov- e
His land holdings begin at Hoswell
other harmful properties." The gen- New Mexico Magazine, las Cruces,
and are scattered down the Valley to uine in a
It is such a convenience all the year
For sale New Mexico.
yellow package.
North Seven Rivers, west of I.ake-- j
round. It will bake, broil, roast and toast
by all druggists.
wood.
just as well as a regular coal range.
WANTED
00,00(1 people to drink
Mr. Cannon has amassed a fortune
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
is
Stove
The New Prrf'rlion
handsomely
LETTER LIST.
finished in niclte!, v. ith cabinet top, diop shelves,
in the oi! fields of Texas, and his
It can be procured
List of letters remaining
uncalled Aztec Spring.
towel racks, tt.
opinion as lo the irospocts for oil for in the post office at Santa Fe, X. by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
with every rlove.
rree
also given to auyone tending 5 cents to
in this valley should be taken as an M., for week ending
August H, 1912. furnishes same to all the leading sacover mailing coil.
incentive and encouragement lo those If not called
for within
two loons and drug stores in the ciy.
who are now interesting themselves weeks they will be sent to the dead Why drink muddy water from the hyCONTINENTAL OIL CO.
iti oil development.
l.akewood Prog letter office at
drant or pipes when you can drink
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Washington, D. C.
ress.
Bone, Salt Lake City
clear and beneficial water from tha
Abbott, H. C.
Aztec Spring.
Bruno, Mrs. D.
RESOLUTIONS PASSED.
Chamel Miss Alice
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
We. the teachers of Torrance counCoriz, Mr. Santiago
Proprietor.
enin
assembled
institute
hereby
ty,
Ccdillos, Mrs. Juanito
dorse and adopt the following res,olu-- '
AND
M.
FATHER
MOTHER
de
Castillo, Mrs. Cipriana
tions:
Duran. Mr. Jake
Why do you force your child to play
L That we extend to the Chautau-- '
the piano? You know it is a luxury
Dabila, Sra. Feliciana
tine association and the people, of,
nnd a money spender and only for the
Miss Grabela
Griego,
the
our
for
Mountainair
sincere
thanks
THEY ARE THANKFUL.
growers of this valley .Columbus
talented. The typewriter is a necesGriego, Mr. Pol F.
hospitality shown us during our stay
The Enterprise voices practically Courier.
sity. Why not. let your lioy or girl
Garcia, Miss Carlota
here.
of
the
the unanimous
sentiment
'earn the Klindfold Toich TypewritGallager, Alfred
2.
That we hereby express to Dr.
THEY'LL HAVE PIE.
people of the San Juan Basin in
Hernandez Mr. Munel
ing while their fingers are supple?
At a meeting called for Saturday Conway and Mrs. Logue our apprecia-eveninthanking iho members of the State
There's money in this for the chilMr. W. F. (2)
Jacobs,
and held in the school house, jtion for ,lleir il,le :ind instructive
commission,
Attorney
Corporation
dren. It is their proudest
moment
Kirkland, Mr. Sylvester
McMr. Mullock made the address of the "'Miner o1' conducting our institute,
General Clancy and Governor
when the are typewriting. Ohl what
Momano, Consasion
Bllrt
tlle
for
,0
S;,'lt'
courtesy
Donald for the prompt consideration
evening, stating the call for the
n difference
between the piano and
N'e'.is, Mrs. Chas. F.
and action taken by them in the mat- - ing, its object and the great benefit to t,uU lle lu,s fchov'n
the typewriting machine; when will
Otto, Leslie
That we extend to the eminent
derived from a day of this kind,
ter of the complaint against the
you wake up tn this fact, mother?
Perea, Miss Mary
ver & Rio Grande railroad company. A permanent organization 'was affect- educator! who nave addressed our
To make a quick note of what a
Sr. Felipe
Portillo,
a
of
vote
thanks for the
At this time the indications are that ed with E. A. Hudkins, president; O. stitute.
or preacher or teacher is
Luna J.
speaker
Prada,
given
their efforts will be effective and ac- E. Sikes, secretary and W. D. Paulson si ruction and inspiration
or for a resolution at a club,
Miss liattie (3)
saying
Pippin,
them.
would you not like it for yourself,
complish the end sought. Farmington treasurer.
Vilcher, Dick
I. That we extend to the publish-- '
unanimous
mother? What would the other womwas
Enterprise.
it
decided
vetp
By
Phillips, Miss Grace
en say about you being able to do such
lo hold a Pumpkin Pie and Squash ers of the Santa Fe New Mexican our. Quintana, Sr. Juan B.
for the papers sent daily to
STRUCK GOOD WATER.
brainy and clever work? Kven when
Day on Saturday, September S, with thanks
Rivera, Juan
the normal teachers.
S. A. Robinson, who came from El the idea of
r.
Robertson Mrs. J. B. A.
reading a book you can make
making this day a lierma
Al-- i
o.
commend
We
Supt.
'hereby
Paso, June 1, and took up a homestead nent yearly affair mid moving the
It is not the kind of
q iick extract.
Mr. Clinton F.
Robinson,
nines trom ueming, soiiinwesi prize wilmlng fwitllres to the filir van N. White and Supt. Chas. L. Burl
shorthand that was taught eighty
Romero, Guadalupe
their attitude toward permits and
i rum me neu
jiouniain,, caneu on me which is to be held in Raton the first for
years ago when candles were being
Romero, Geronima
excuses and the betterment of con-- j
editor and told about the new well he week in October. .Maxwell "lail.
burned, for this is the modern elecSedillos. Mrs. Maria Jesus
in
ditions
has just completed.
general.
He struck water
tric system of reporting.
Invented
Tilla
Mrs.
Slone,
C.
we
to
leg-iue
state
j
That
express
at ST feet and carried the well on to
GOOD TIMES, GOOD FEED.
same
man
the
Shortwho
the
D.
by
J.
gave
Tinsley,
islature our appreciation for its work,
1)0 feet.
He has a strong (low of fine
Those who could not attend the.
hand that is used by almost, every
Tuner, Morris II.
water, and will install a windmill at Horse Shoe Grove Picnic were suc- making it possible for each district
one in America at the present day;
Tarnowsk'e, Mr. Francia
to have at least five months of
once. Next year he will drill on down
in enjoying one of the most school.
Sir Isaac Pitman. The A. IJ. C. ShortTergullo, Miss Rito
to the third stratum and put in a cessful
ever held in Des
hand was invented late in his life and
feasts
sumptuous
Tellez,
7.
in
Santiago
the
to
consolidate'
That
plan
Mr.
Robinson
is .Moines.
pumping
plant.
Thursday evening a few several counties in one institute wej Trujillo, Miss Francisca M.
given to seven of his pupils; Profesbuilding a house at present. He says ladies started a
sor Norton, now of Santa Fe, being
mete to have a little recognize the beginning of more effi-- ;
Webb, Mrs. Walter
the Red Mountain district is settling'
one of the seven. lie is here on bepicnic of our own, and it was a most cient service in our normal work, and
Webb, Mrs. Walter G.
up fast and crops are looking good.
successful event.
The dinner was hereby pledge our
half of an English society to train
Master
Joe
and)
Warren,
Deniing Headlight.
served at Dr. Bnssett's office, the recognizing the great benefits to be
teachers so that they may carry on
Zander, Dr. Louis
A boy or girl who
tables were arranged, and when the derived from the Mountainair Chart- In calling for these letters pleasa (he good work.
THINGS LOOK GOOD.
learns Shorthand while in the grades
All classes of range stock, cattle good ladies had placed the good things tauqua, we hereby recommend that in state whether advertised or not.
is worth untold treasures, for it
E. C. BURKE,
horses and sheep, are in splendid con- - on the tabl it almost groaned under the event of such consolidation the in the child on leaving school to
Postmaster.
dition now, and in fact there is very ule welS'". me
"'ng so mil mat stitute be held at Mountainair in
immediately earn money and not to
little that is not marketable stuff. ' "
"" "
be forced to attend another college
Grass is splendid and nutritious.
A
for two years; remember, these two
the
entire
heavy growth covering
and
years mean the cost of board
country, which looks good to the;
room and not a cent income;
altostockraiser who always depends more
or less on the open range. With prices
gether a loss of at least $2,000.
Mother, prove your judgment and
good and prospects better the stock-- j
come to the Santa, Fe Business Colraiser has a chance to make up his!
losses of last winter, one of t;he sever.
lege right away. U is those resoluest in the history ot New Mexico, as
tions put off that ruin the boy or
well as lay away a Tew dollars profit.
girl and carries a long regret which
The stock outlook is splendid in this
lasts through life. AVE SAY NOW.
section of New Mexico, never better.
The question generally asked a few
weeks ago was, "How long will tho
Springer Stockman.
College remain open?" The answer,
SOME WATER.
"Forever," has become popular. The
Christmas Bros, are sure "doing!
question now asked, "How many
are there?" The answer is 22.
things" on the Lindauer farm 12 miles
south of the city.
The next question
will be, "How
Fairbanks-MorsenWith a 40
many pupils now?" The answer in
one month will be, 30 and comgine and No. 6 pump they are
mencement of the AVinter term, 60.
1,000 gallons per minute,
cent distillate
That is good sound growth and proves
using 4 gallons of 81-per hour, on a 65 foot lift, with 20
that the pupils now attending are
feet of water bearing material.
being taught satisfactorily.
The Knglish society has promised
The boys have 6! acres in crops
this year, including 30 acres of beans,
that when we have 1H0 pupils, they
will build a college tn Santa Fe that
20 acres of milo and 14 acres of mixw ill be a credit to all concerned
ed crops and garden truck. They
and
have 80 acres cleared and will clear
as money is no object, it all depends
40 acres more this winter.
on the support of pupils. Let everyThe boys employ both brains and
one try for the ino pupils, and have
muscle and it counts. Deming Grathe building early next spring. Every
phic.
pupil gets value for money and we
say once more, COME IN AND SAY
AY HAT
YOV CAN AFFORD AVEEK-I.Y- .
MAY HAVE FAIR.
ALi, SUBJECTS TAUGHT.
There are some evidences of renew-THE
ed life in the Socorro County Fair asSANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
At a meeting Monday evsociation.
The
ening officers for the ensuing
year
Business University
of New Mexico.
were elected.
It has not yet been
determined whether a fair will be conYou cannot get up to Jate printing
ducted this fall or rot, but everything
unless you have
materia
is now in readiness to take the matand faculties. The New Mexic:D
ter up and push a fair to a successful
Printing Company hag both, and at
issue if it should be thought best to
the same time expert mechanics. Your
hold one.
orders are always assured pergonal atThere is considerable Indebtedness
tentionagainst the association, but this will
Stir a level teaspoonful (direct from the tin) in a cup of boil'ng water, and
be amply secured and carried until
such time as it can be paid. The first
you have a rich, invigorating drink; delicious in taste and and delight
KANSAS CITY. MO.
important step to be taken will be fully convenient.
that of securing a city deed to the
fair grounds. Socorro Chieftain.
Swastika.

'training, dnnestic science and

agri--

Our New Perfection Broiler

Oil

Mr

j

j

1

j

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

j
j

On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6. 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low

ffrN'.

rPft'Xf

k

San Diego,

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

V

j

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

That, we commend the work of

-

....

to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.
SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.
On sate daily,

Los Angeles,

S.

;

B

EAST AND WEST
St. Paul,
$50.35

hold

,

TOURIST
RATES

St. Louis,
$44.35

to

.the summer sessions as conducted by
The menu consistd of fried chicl;-- j the New Mexico Normal School a'
various S;iv( r city and the Normal Cniver-fi'.en, roust chicken,
salads,
i'.l !.a; Vi gas and recommend that
kinds, pies, cakes, fruits, melons and
the tci'chers of the state who wish to
lemonade.
academic
All expressed themselves as enjoy- i'.xleiid their
scholarship
FOR KENT Nice'y furnisho'l tvent
Wo are sure ;M;;pc;;t these in titutions liberally.
room.
32u Galisteo street.
ing the pood dinner.
!'.
Kenliy.ing the merits of instructhat those attending the
tion thai ei;. ililes the pupils to work
FOR SALE Two story residence on
picnic didn't have a more onjnyab'c
'time than we who attended the Utile v. iili his hands as well as to think with Palace avenue. Lot ti0x240 feet. O. U.
the
we recommend
some
head,
that
Walton & Co.
home picnic. There were too many
to mention all the mimes. Des Moines je'eiinite work be done in the schools
the
in

WW 0 SUMMER

Chicago,

AGF SEVEN.

Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

For further information call on or address,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, N. M

NEWS OF THE STATE

meet-!i,ls-

's-b-

j

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
, Xevas
Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Department of the Interior,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
U. S. Land Offic
t Santa Fe. N.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Hex., July 23, 1912.
Register.
Notice is hereby given that Chas. j
A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget j Robert AY. Herter, Lawrencevllle
Siringo, who on June 11 1908, made Mo., who had been bothered with
Homestead Entry No. 14480, for Lot kidney trouble for two years, says:
NW 4
Sec. 3, N
"I tried three different kinds of kid7; SW 14 SW
Section 10, Township 1G N. Range 9 ney pills but with no relief.
My
E., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian, neighbor told :ne to use Foley Kidhas filed notice of intention to make ney Pills, I took three bottles of
final Homestead 5 year proof, to estab- them, and got a permanent cure.
I
lish claim to the land above describ- recommend them to everybody." For
ed, before XT. S. Land Office at Santa sale by all druggists.
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of SeptemSubset Tbe for the Santa Fe New
ber, 3912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo. Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
upS Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex., of the time and works for the
Ben Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex., building rf our new State.
j

j

2

4

j

!

j

j

j

s MM

T HIST

MS

TO

j

j

j

All Stations East and West

I

FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th

pi-pl-

h--

Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. G. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sale

Until

Daily,

Sept. 30, 1912.

I

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAIL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
AI IPHDMIA
fLAUrUlilllA
LOS ANGELES

and

Coin? via EI Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

SAN DIEGO,

$40.90

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l
senger Agt. E. P. & 5. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOMER,

General Manager

N. M. C. R. R.,

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M

e

Instant Satisfaction

1

In a cup of

quick as a flash

THE WAY AT COLUMBUS.
The rains which have fallen in Columbus and vicinity during the past
two weeks are certainly very acceptable. Farmers are now busy getting
of
In feed crops, a large acreage
which is being planted, and the many
acres planted before the rains came
are now all In a flourishing condition. The irrigator too, is letting his
pumping plant rest, and devoting his
time to conducting the flood waters
qa to his cultivated fields. Grass everywhere is green and growing rapid
ly, and grazing stock take their full
enjoyment from the rich valley pas.

tures.

These rains mean thousands
to the farmers and stock

of dollars

Whether at home, in camp, or on a picnic, Instant Postum fulfills every
of a palatable hot drink easy to prepare and richly nourishing.
If you are not acquainted with the satisfaction and economy that there is in this
pure food beverage, let a tin from the grocer tell the tale.
50-cu-

p

tin

30c100-cu-

p

tin

" Thee's a Reason"

50cat

grocers.

for POSTUM.

If your grocer does not have Instant Postum, send his name and address and a
to cover postage, and we will mail you a 5 cup sample t'n.
Made by Postum Cereal

Co.

Ltd., Pure Food Factories, Battle Creek, Mich.

'

AND

RETURN,

$26.30
24thAnnualConvention
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE

August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
Dates of Sale, August 16th to 19th.
Return Limit, Aug. 31st, 1912.

stamp SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
AGENT,
H.S.LUTZ,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

EitSHT

ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
the
Dance will be given under the auspices of the Woman's Board of Trade.
Delicious refreshments will be served.
A good time is assured.
Mr. Business Man. Did you ever
notice that the man that has the best
trade is the man that has the best
lighted floor of business. People's
Electric Supply co.
Keep your skin dean. Vse pure,
soft, dainty, t'cum. such as Zook
sells. It is utaliti and soothing. Ask
for Violet.
Your last chance tonight to sep the
tight pictures at the
Elks tonight.
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 23o
East Palace avenue.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, including electric light, steam heat and
baths, in the First National Bank
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Good, clear pictures of the
fight at the Elks tonight.
Charming actions go well with
charming looks. You will have charming looks if you use Zook's Benzoin,
Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
The high temperature yesterday
was so at 2::)5 p. m. The lowest, was
54 at 5:50 a. m. Showers and thunderstorms occurred throughout the
and
day over the nearby mountains
in the distance and a light sprinkle
The
over the city in mid afternoon.
forecast is fair tonight and WednesNot much change in
day.

Thursday evening,

HOW TO TREAT

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

PIMPLES

Klynn-Johnso-

AND
Successfully and Speedily

Gratifying
Satisfying

W

ith

And Cuticura Ointment, at
a trifling cost, is learned
from the special directions

Always
On

which accompany these

pure, sweet and gentle

Tap

emollients.

HereS!

Co

wild

everywhere.
gam i ile of eiirh mailed free, with
paw)
book. Address "Outicura," Dept. ;", iiostnn.
men tmnuM shave with Cutieura
fcsap bhaviiig titivk, Uc, Liberal
true.

tplu

WATERMELONS

The

Improved

at OOEBKLS.
Whatever your

Ideal

Xail

2.".c

doctor

Clippers

prescribes

for July stomach troubles can bo
supplied at Zooks.
FOR
SALE. Screened in tent
house.
New. Inquire 128 Galisteo
St.
August Dance at Public Library.

F. ANDREWS
Phone 4.

up
ft little
perhaps the croup or whooping cough. She does not want to seai! for the
doctor when perhaps the trouble does not amount to much. Finally she
thinks of
,,m?,oal b?k her fathsr gave her' The Common Sense Medical Adviser bv
She
M'
thin
t0 find out what is ,he matter with
Cr.Ce'
Says "'ust thc
httic dear." lwo million households in this country own one and
it's to
be had for only 31c. in stemps 1,000 pages in
splendid cloth binding.
A good
family advisor in any emorgency. It is for either sex. This is what many women
P,ercein respect to his " Favorite Prescription, " a
Wr'ie
which has
thousands of melancholy and miserable women cheerful andremedy
happy, by curing
the painful womanly diseases which undermine a woman's health and
strength.
... IVh
. .
o f,.... 1:.
"Atv
l
..... ...Incifrt la m;rt i.t.Wn
i. nn7 a
ivw ii!H" W 1.
KHOWWn8&
modioino
valuable
has done for me." writes Jlns.
your
Mawsauct
of Sfc3 S. Bcntnlon Ktieet.
Md. " licioro trie storek came, to our house 1 was Baltimore,
a very sick
woman. 1 wrote, you for advice which w? klndlr given
and
which made nm a different woman in a short time. After
taking the fir-- t bottle of 'Favorite Prescription' I began
minroving so that imrcily kivw 1 was in such a condition.
1 (.id my own housework
washing and ironing, conking,
scwuid, and the wors, of all nursed three chil iron who had
whooping couitn. I hardlv knew of tha advent
minutes
so par was it. The baby is in Sut as a hiitfer-lmll- .
r. Pmrees
Prescription is the best medicine for

is

the difference between
ana our meat shop?

t!

STRONGHOLD

t

IS TAKEN
THE ITALIAN BLUE JACKETS
ZUARA

AFTER

OCCUPY

DESPERATE

FIGHT

ING, BUT SUSTAIN FEW CASUAL

1

TIES IN ENCOUNTER

At the prize fight you see rounds c
pound, but here you see pounds of
round!

tn

ARAB TROOPS ARE

Mss.Zu3ERTANoEAan.

WELL

to all my friends. '

DISCIPLINED

PORTERHOUSE
stations were among the first

and SIRLOIN

build-

n

You Here

3:-)-

PosMiasfe!
Taste!

Carpenters,

i

i!

Mi)

SPITZ,

vlt- -

FIRE WIPES

l

j

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil cr cleaning longer than
cny other piece of "machin-

A
ery

bui it needs bolh

occasion-cll- y.

c

J.eave your watch wi:h

"u.

"Time'

ed

Pieces

That

Reliable."

to-J- a.

rffi

.'

Are

ENGLAND WILL SEND
DELEGATION TO PERU.
London, Aug. C Premier AsQiiith
in the house of commons today stat-- I
ed that the British- government had
a select parliamen-- j
j decided lo appoint
tary committee of inquiry into the at- jirocities reported by Sir Roger Caseijnient to have occurred in the Putu- mayor rubber district of Peru.
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Santa Fe Hardware

Phone Black 12.
Down Town

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
i
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Supply Company

Located One Block Eas from Old San Miguel Church.

i

It seems as though every man in
this town should know about the
goodness of our Nathon Shirts
we sell so many of tnem. We've
the most refined and the hand-some- st
SHIRTS that you can
imagine. They're beauties!
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AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
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Clocks.

If you will consider, that the rim of
the balance wheel travcis over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge
your
watch a speck of oil ami a cleaning
a
wilt
It
increase
the
year.
t;ie
li
and accuracy of your watch.
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THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
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fiDht

Plaza Market Co.
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tin; pa Snap nnd Ointmont
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What
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Flynn-Johnso-

CUTICUMSOAP

Meals

WISDOM.
TURKISH A TheWOMAN'S
worried mother wakes
to hear her baby's heavy treAlrf

LAST

SECTION HAND IS
Short Steak, Flank,
ings to burn and news of the fire is
ARRESTED AS SLAYER
Rome, Aug. 0. The Italian navy fragmentory.
A
railroad operator
OF MOORE FAMILY.
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
and military forces today occupied before
from 'his key,
being driven
the town of Zuara, Tripoli, and the said the business
That's About
portion had been Man Employed at Clarinda, Iowa, is
surrounding oasis.
wiped out but that he fire was under
to
Be
Demented
Times
at
Thought
The Italian troops suffered few cas- control.
The Way They Rank!
He Had Tin Detective Stars and
ualties, only a small number of the
Pistol.
The Mere Mention
men being ,ounded.
The Turks with their Arab allies
Of The Above Choice Cuts
TODAY'S PROGRAM.
St. Joseph, Mo., Aug. 6. A section
Zuara was
retired to the desert.
hand
at
was
Clarirrda,
employed
Iowa,
Should Brin
practically their only remaining foot10 : :io a. m.
women
Indian
in
a
as
arrested
hold of any importance on the Tripo
last
suspect
night
making pottery in the placita of
the murder of the Joseph Moore famlitan coast.
the Old Palace.
ily at Valisca, June 10. Ross Moore,
m. "The
Pima In- p.
Tripoli, Aug. C. 'Che Turks and
brother of the eldest victim, says the
their Arab allies are offering a more V dians." Mr. T. II. Parkhurst.
answers the description of S.
prisoner
was
How'Gcod They'll
stubborn resistance than
8:00 p. m. "Rome in Antiqexpect-A. Suard, employed on his brother s
Better than the original figTil. The ' ed to the combined military and naval
uity," Dr. Harry L. Wilson.
five
farm,
ago.
years
pictures at the Elks tonight.
"Historic Epochs in Art," Dr.
operations of the Italians, who are
Suard had a small axe in his posconcentrating their forces upon the V Hector Alliot.
session and several false police badgmiles
small port of Zuara, about
TOMORROW'S PROGRAM.
es. He is believed at times to be deIT along the coast to the west of the
10:00 a. m. Pottery making
mented.
Suard was taken to Cres-tou- .
V
in
women
Pueblo
Indian
the
by
city.
Phone 92.
Iowa.
in
Old
Palace.
the
placita
E TAKEN CARE OF
Bluejackets were landed yesterday
10: no a. m. Walking excursion
35322331
from the Italian fleet to the east of
around the Old Paiace and the
the Tunisian
Zuara, which is iipmiexplanation of its history.
while the Italian warships
PRESIDENT
TAFT SENDS
MESSAGE
TO frontier,
3:30 p. m. "Historic Epochs
kept up a constant bombardment of
in Art," Dr. Hector Alliot.
SENATE ASKING FOR THE PASSAGE OF the coast as well as of the numerous
8:00 p. m. "The Roman Foroases.
MUCH DESIRED LEGISLATION AT THIS
um," Dr. Harry L. Wilson.
On an adjacent hill an extensive
SESSION.
''Explanation of the Green
.Mussulman monastery
was a conCorn Dance," Dr. E. h. Hewett.
spicuous object and it is believed this
Washington, I). C., Aug. C. Presi- suffered during the bombardment.
The Arabs, who are in strong force, TO BURY EMPEROR
dent Taft today in a special message
to congress urged immediate
enact- are under the command of Turkish
ON SEPTEMBER 14.
A.
'A
I
J
ment of legislation to provide an op- - officers.
They appears to be well
armed.
!
jerating force for the Panama canal,
Tokio, Aug. G. Funeral arrangethe government of the canal zone, and
ments for the late Emperor Mutsuhito
lift
fiito'fa
the fixing of maximum tolls. The
who died July 30, have been completWe specialize on
indicated
the
that
firpwwjl
president
question
ed. The date of the funeral cere' r.v
'i .t
mm s nf niiAi..
of free passage to American
ships
mony at Tokio, has been fixed for
&Ziii
ITV
111. All V.n( tiu
(might be determined later,
and
is
the
13,
interment
September
"The discussions and differences ot
j
lines
to take place at. Momoyama on Sepopinion which have arisen as to oihWashington, D. C, Aug. C Culpep- tember 11.
cr phases of canal policy," wrote the per. Virginia lilt miles from WashingCan Be Found Here.
president, "should not, iu my opinion. ton was partly dest-qyby fire early
Latest sporting news in the Santa
be allowed to delay action on vital today.
The telegraph and telephone Fe New Mexican. Read it.
and presiding questions."
The canal
bill amended is now before the sen- ate.

BLACKHEADS

Appetizing,
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Neat STRIPES, FIGURED Madras,
Percale, Muslineand linens
r

-Qeo-tiln23 '

More patterns than YOU
care to see. All new. $1.25,
$ 1 .50, $ 1 .75 $2.00 to $3.50.
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THE COAT SHIRT.

DRESS SHIRTS.
SHIRTS that fit perfectly, are always appreciated

Easy to get into and easy to get out of. A great favorite with a
great many men. We have a splendid line of these SHIRTS and we'll
simply say that very few men who have ever tested the Coat Shirt are
willing to take any other style.

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

FULL DRESS
by Society Men. We've all the correct models of Dress Shirts. Made
by special maker that knows how to make them correctly. If you have
been having trouble with yoli Dress Shirts Sir, we offer your relief.

-- S'
i

NATHAN.; SAL

